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ABSTRACT

The objective of this thesis is to analyze the mandatory access control (MAC) features

of two commercial multilevel trusted database management systems (DBMS): Trusted

ORACLE 7 and Informix-OnLine/Secure 5.0. We are attempting to determine how the

problem of multilevel sharing of information is addressed in each multilevel secure DBMS.

Commercially available documentation is used to examine the mandatory access

controls enforced on labeled subjects and labeled objects and to compare them to the Class

B I requirements for MAC and labeling set forth in the Trusted Computer System

Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC). A decomposition of the TCSEC requirements for MAC and

labeling is mapped to the DBMS documentation to determine if the Class U 1 requirements

are met by each DBMS. With the TCSEC mapping as a reference, the interface features in

support of MAC are analyzed and compared between the products.

This analysis shows that each DBMS uses different schema objects and privilege

sets to enforce its mandatory security policy. The MAC mechanism of each product is

based on the Bell-LaPadula security model, extended to prohibit the writeup of data from

lower level subjects to higher level objects. Each DBMS allows traditional trusted subjects

to writedown data. When special prvileges are granted to users, readups and writeups are

permitted in both DBMSs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The security of information within computer systemns is a major issue for system

automation professionals of the 1990's. The disclosure of sensitive information, the

modification of valuable data files, and the disruption of service, by both authorized and

unauthorized personnel, have plagued system administrators for many years. Today, with

the advent of interactive network computing and the "information superhighway".

information has to be protected more than ever.

Security issues have been a concern in the national security and defense establishments

since the dawn of the computer age. National defense mandated major requirements for

security in the development and acquisition of automated computer systems. Work by

government personnel and defense contractors brought about the development of

systematic criteria for mecasuring the effectiveness and trustworthiness of security

mnechanisms within computer systems. iese "criteria" becamne the Trusted Computer.

Security Evaluation 0-iteria (TCSE0, conminily called the "Oratige Book." The 1'CSEC
is the mectric by whfrh the United States Government measures tie security effectiveness

of ati automnated4 computei system.1

This thesis will be an attempt to conduct a comparative analysis of sclected security

Acv~ures of two leading U.S. database tn"zugcent systeni (DBMS) products, (Trusted

ORACLE 7.0 and INFORMIX On-itic/Secure 5.0). against the T1CSEC.

A method of atialysis will be jprected which is based on inapping decomposed

TCSEC criteria (andl interpretationis to the Criteria) to the dailibast through a detailed

anulysis of each prodiuct's documventation and users' mainuals. This method could be

applied to assist in the analysis of any DBMS softwarc productIt should be noted. that this

I. ilir cUnbcs ~th a Caadaan the Eunqx=a counaiwiiy bave their o.wn cuicuia ftr u"e.
surIg thesecurily oftcciVcc of c(URanp sy~m Uas.



comparative analysis is not a replacement for the official product evaluations conducted by

the U.S. Government. The type of analysis described in this thesis would normally be done

prior to the release of the official evaluation results published by the U.S. Government.

A. WHY IS THERE A NEED FOR THIS TYPE OF ANALYSIS?

The U.S. Department of Defense, through its subordinate agencies, the National

Security Agency (NSA) and the National Computer Security Center (NCSC), conducts

security evaluations of computer-related products. These products vary from computer

operating systems to security add-on software packages, and DBMS software. The

strenuous evaluation process often entails the development of both design and

implementation evidence that the product under evaluation meets the requirements of a

given trust level found within the TCSEC. Products are often available commercially. well

before the evaluation by the NSA is complete.

Such is the case with the two DBMS products we have selected for a comparative

analysis. 2 Our comparative analysis is an informal mapping of selected TCSEC

requirements to the DB NS implementations (as described in the DBMS docunents and

manuals). In contrast, the NSA evaluations are conducted with the full cooperation of tile

vendor%; and allows for ecurity testing techniques. source code inspection, and the review

of proprietary information.

U. WHAT IS SECURITY?

Computer security is defined by soie to be the socrecy of data (the prevention of

unauthorized di.sclosure). the integrity of data (the prevention of unauthorized modification

of data), and the prevention of denial of service (data is always available to the authorized

use ). IPFLER91 fGASS881 Therefore, the goals of computer security give the authorized

computer user the assurance that their infonniiation is secret frt, others (within the system).

2. Al hk lime of this rcecs-ic hud writing the Fiiud Evalulit4 Relks wcre niol available 1r cither
Trus id ORACLE 7.0 or In' niix Ot.Liil/Secur 5.0. 1However. boud prodtcts ad been taxucr.
cvily availalc Imi los Iwo yCars wid ow year. weuxlivcly.
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protected from modification by others, and that the information or computer resources are

always available to them. Simply put, computer security focuses on secrecy, integrity, and

denial of service.

The Privacy Act of 1974 and the Computer Security Act of 1987, which mandated that

information be protected in automated information systems, is a driving force for both

government and private industry to secure the data contained within there computer

systems.

1. Security Objectives

The following sections further define the notion of what computer security is by

additionally defining the three components: secrecy, integrity, and denial of service.

a. Secrecy

The secrecy component of security has been a prime focus of U.S.

Government funded programs since die early 1970's. (GASS88J The objective is to protect

the secrecy of classified information and government swrcts. Because of the U.S.

governnient's profound interest in secrecy, this aspect of computer security is well

researched and studied by computer scie ists [AMOR941. Secrecy is intended to prevent

the "leakage" of information from authorized users to unauthorizCd uses.

b. Integrity

The integrity cotponent of security covers the unauthorized modification

of information storcd in computer systems. Only authorized users of the system with the

proper access to information should be able to alter (i.e., write, delete, appeld) data within

the iomputc'. If aniy other users chlingc the information, then all integrity violation has

occurr l.(Note that authorized users of the systen can still make erroneous change,% to

inforn ation and this would not be a integrity violation.)

Integrity of data has been a prinary issue in the cwtoilucial business;

environnmit, with ser cy taking a .condary role [GASS881IAMOR941. Businesses were



concerned mainly with the preservation of information used in their daily functions,

because for them correct information or data saves time and money; its secrecy was less

important. Recently, more companies have demonstrated an incrtased concern for secrecy.

c. Denial of Service

Denial of service is the least researched component of security and perhaps

the hardest to implement and prove correct IGASS88][AMOR941. The denial of service

component of security involves the availability of computer assets by authorized users.

Authorized users should always have access to information to which they are authorized;

unauthorized users or other authorized users should not be able to intentionally deny access

to information an authorized user has the authority to obtain.

Common forms of denial of service include things such as printers (or other

devices) not available, or processors tied up because a job, with a higher priority, is running

for an extended time period. Denial of service and integrity will not be a central focus of

our comparative analysis.

2. Security Mechanisns

The ccomponents of coitputer scurity are addressd within a particular

implenrentation of die system. Security can be addressed in all the layers of a computc'

system: hardware, operating system, atd the DBMS.

a. Hardware Secum5y

11c first laytr to provide security iticiaoisnis in a secure computing

system is found at its lowest level: the hardware. Hardwae sceurity owechanisms are

usually the 1os primitive, and most easily verifiable security features of a collmputer

system. Hardware can be., and is routinely validated to ensure dat it is correctly

implemented. IGASS8N1 (However. hadware still contains "bugs" just as software does.

only less fretluently). Once appropriately designed and developed, the security features

within the Ihardware p nmit higher perforou"c than vonitpardbe software and yield a



cleaner more reliable architecture.[GASS8 8 Hardware security is included in a computer

system's evaluation, and may only be a peripheral consideration during a DBMS evaluation

(or other application evaluation). The hardware and the operating system provide the

..platform" on which the DBMS, (as well as other application programs) operate on.

b. Operating System Security

The second layer of security in a secure computing system is found at the

operating system (OS) level. Access to objects (i.e., information containers having labels)

is a primary focus of OS security. Discretionary and nondiscretionary access controls are

present in most secure operating systems. Some operating systems have been developed

which utilize a security kernel, which gives high assurance that a particulat 4ecurity policy

is enforced. Many operating system products have been evaluated by the NSA since !9N2

(tie year evaluations began) ICHOK921. Due to the system architecture of current DBMS

implementations, certain security features of the OS (discretionary access controls and

vmandatory access controls on files and directories, for cxamiple) have to be explored whem

analyzing a DBMS prodhuct.

c. Database Security

A database tanageincut system (DBMS) iN a voinptex software system

designed to mnanipulate, store, and "natiuge" large amounts of raw data. Today's DaMSs

are complicated. ;ovnsfiting of tris to hundred of thousands of lines of code. Part of their

4wccficatio, requitenwots niandate them to provide for security and itntegrity of data.

The,se security features ae in addition to the security fcaturs provided by tie Widerlyitig

operatilig sySteII.

11e chief .ecwity features of stanrlad (i.e.. untrusted) dataase systenis are

account creation. aUccoutli privileges. stored procedutes and views, anl audit Tog e 1k tiore

sophisticated DBMS products provide thcs anl other ,ore sophuisticated moclinisms.

while ,cme of the lower-end products (such as PC based DBMS products) provide little or

no security features at W1.



Only within the last three years have commercially available DBMS

products entered the evaluation process of the NSA. The two products we are analyzing,

INFORMIX's On-Line/Secure 5.0 and ORACLE's Trusted ORACLE 7.0 will be the first

two DBMS products to complete official evaluation by the NSA.

C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The primary focus of this thesis research is to compare and contrast the mandatory

access controls (MAC) of two multilevel secure (MIS) DBMS products: INFORMIX's

On-Line/Secure 5.0 and ORACLE's Trusted ORACLE 7.0. This includes a detailed look

at which objects and subjects visible at the DBMS interface (e.g., schema objects) are

labeled, and how the operating system mandatory access controls compare to the DBMS

MAC functions. This thesis will focus on the following questions:

• How does each product interface support the MAC requirements, as identified in

the TCSEC?

• How are labels structured, created, altered, and deleted by functions at each

product interface, and do these implementations coincide with the requirements of the

TCSEC?

° How do trusted subjects (i.e., MAC privileges) reveal themselves at the DBMS

interface and what trusted subjects does each product support?

• Given both DBMS products, which implementation contains security features

which exceed the B I assurance requirements (as defined in the TCSEC

requirements)?

- D. O(RGANIZATION OF THESIS

In order to establish the foundation for our security analysis of these two DBMS

products, we present in Chapter i1 the trusted computer system concepts necessary to

facilitate a discussion of the security features we are analyzing. Also, because the TCSEC

is fundamental to our analysis, we have devoted Chapter III to a discussion of the TCSEC

and its interpretations. Chapter IV is devoted to the operating system, HP-UX BLS 8.0,

6



which underlies both DBMS's. Chapters V and VI discuss the general architecture and

operations of Trusted ORACLE and On-Line/Secure, respectively. The method 4if security

analysis is presented in Chapter VII, and the detailed analysis for Trusted ORACLE and

Informix-OnLine/Secure are presented in Chapters VIII and IX, respectively. A

comparative analysis is presented in Chapter X, and conclusions, recommendations and

future research are addressed in Chapter XI.

E. SCOPE, LIMITATIONS, AND ASSUMPTIONS

All information for this thesis was gathered from the open literature, interviews, and

marketing documents. No special agreements have been arranged with the vendors or the

evaluators for the disclosure of information about their respective software products.

m • • • m w• • ••• l w 7n



It. TRUSTED COMPUTER SYSTEM CONCEPTS

A trusted computer system is one which has been evaluated by an evaluation entity and

has received an assurance rating that the system will sufficiently enforce certain

information security and integrity requirements. Proprietary and/or sensitive information

can now be processed without an unacceptably high risk of ,compromise. The official

evaluation entity within the United States (U.S.) is the NSA's National Computer Security

Center (NCSC). The NCSC's Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC)

defines a trusted Loomputer system as:

a system tht employs sufficient hardware and software integrity measures to
allow its use for the processing simultaneously a range of sensitive or ,-lassified
information.[DOD851

At the heart of the TCSEC definition is the notion of a reference monitor which controls

a user's access to the sensitive information within the system. Sensitivity labels, such as

"TOP SECRET" or "UNCLASSIFIED" are attached to the infornation and to all users'

accounts (or programs) in the system. The problem with these differently labeled pieces of

information and users is ensuring that the information will not be compromised. The

challenge becones one of controlling which users can access which pieces of information.

This issue of sharing multilevel data is briefly discussed in the next section and the

reference monitor concept is discussed in detail in the section following. The remainder of

this chapter discusses the basic concepts associated with trusted systen in general and is

necessary for a disLussioa of the TCSEC in Chapter Ill.

A. MULTILEVEL CONTROLLED SHARING

A chief technical issue of trusted computer systems involves the multilevel sharing of

a commoa computer system bctweea many users and dara objects (i.e.. files, directories,



tables, etc.) at different classifications. A system which processes data at many different

levels ard whose users are also classified at many different levels is called a multilevel

system (MLS). When a computer system must be responsible for access mediation, an

evaluated system provides a level of assurance that access control policy is correctly

enforced.

B. THE REFERENCE MONITOR CONCEPT

To address the multilevel sharing issue a new way of doing business was needed, so in

the late 1960's serious work began to address this problem. Early experiences with

computer security were characterized by "Tiger teams" 3 which went out and tried to

penetrate a computer system's defense. Once the team penetrated the system controls and

"broke into" the computer, another team of computer scientists would fix the holes

discovered by the Tige- teams. This early method of computer security has been referred

to as the "penetrate and patch" approach; systems were tested to uncover flaws, and the

penetration paths uncnv'red were then patched.[NCSC92a] This process of discovering

problems led to even more problems and soon d system became heavily patched with

"Npaghetti code" intended to prevent unauthorized users from entering the system without

permission. This "penetrate and patch" methodology is unreliable because no one can

decide when any more flaws exist. This was no way to establish that a system was secure.

A more general approacli was needed.

A iesearch project performed on behalf of the DOI) JANDE72] produced the reference

monitor concept in tie early I 97G's. In this concept of "a reference monitor which enforces

the adthorized access relationships between subjects and objects of a systemn" 11)D085, a

fundamentally new approach to the multilevel sharing issue was formulated. The Anderson

Report IANDE721 described the architettural fidmcwork needed for dealing with te

mediation of access in tie face of potentially hostile uwers. INCSC92al

3. Tiger tmwus lutr tcuns of wtMiw tisls who dlulcuttt3 tit r at . ard try to pmai-

aciuaiu thdi -aicay tWes, in a conumicr syw. Priarily un in the DOD.
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From this report, the notion of a reference validation mechanism (RVM) was described

as "an implementation of the reference monitor concept, that validates each reference to

data or programs by any user (program) against a list of authorized types of reference for

that user."[DOD85] The report then listed the three design requirements that must be met

by a reference validation mechanism [DOD85]:

* The reference validation mechanism must be tamper-proof.

• The reference validation mechanism must always be invoked.

* The reference validation mechanism must be small enough to be subject to
analysis and tests; the completeness of which can be assured.

The reference monitor concept is depicted in Figure 1. This figure shows that the

entities of interest, as mentioned earlier, are the "subjects" and "objects". A subject is an

active entity created by the system, generally on behalf of a user (person). An object is a

passive entity, usually a container which holds some type of information, such as a file. The

reference monitor is an abstract machine that mediates the access of subjects to objects.

When a subject tries to gain access to an object, the reference monitor determines if the

access should be granted. This is done by applying a set of access control rules, found in a

authorization database, and the sensitivity labels of subjects and the objects.

Il



Audit
Database

Reference

Subject A Read Moir

Authorization

Database

Figure 1: The Reference Monitor Concept

In Figure 1, Subject A is given permission to access (read) Object A. This is because

Subject A's label (TOP SECRET) dominates (is greater than) Object A's label (SECRET).

However, in the case of Subject B, its label (SECRET) is doninated by Object B's label

(TOP SECRET) and is denied permission to access. A complete audit trail may be kept on

all access attempts by writing to an audit database or audit file.

The reference monitor has become the general solution to the multilevel sharing

problem. It is the most often used approach for building secure operating systems

IGASS88! and represents an ideal approach for building access control features within

trusted DBMSs. Before a discussion on how the reference monitor concept is implemented

to control access to data and to resources (objects) by users (both authorized and

unauthorized), the notion uf a subject and an object is presented in the next section.

'I



C. SUBJECTS

What exactly are subjects'? A subject can be defined as "an active entity, generally in

the form of a person, process, or device, that causes information to f Iow among objects or

changes the system state. "Technically, a process-domain pair." [DOD85]

A process is a "program in execution", a piece of code which is running on the

processor. In a single-processor environment (i.e., only one central processing unit/CPU),

only one process is active or running at any one moment. When the CPU is done with the

process running, it switches to another process, which has been held in a ready state waiting

for the CPU to take it.

Persons who use a computer system are represented by a unique "user process." Thus,

the person using the system is really not the subject, but is only represented as such through

the mapping of his user process back to himself. This process is created when the user logs

on the system, and, upon successful authentication by the operating system (or the

appropriate subsystem), is tagged with a unique identification (ID) string. This unique ID

allows the operating system to map this login user process to one and to only one real world

person.

A process is considered an active entity within the system, at which point we can

define it as a subject. Likewise, any process which can access (read or write) an object is

considered a subject. Later, when other commands (such as Is for list directory in UNIX)

are initiated, new processes are spawned or forked. These new processes operate on behalf

of and as a surrogates for the original user logon process. All the surrogate processes inherit

the unique ID of the user process which invoked it, but in some instances users may invoke

subjects possessing another user's unique ID (i.e., the su or superuser command in UNIX).

IGASS881

D. OBJECTS

The previous section discussed the subjects within the computer system. This section

V gill discuss what an object is, the different categories of objects, operating system and
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database objects, and object identification. This area is especially important in the area of

DBMS evaluations and has been the topic of some discussion in the context of DBMS

objects versus operating system objects [GRAU90].

An object is defined as a "passive entity that contains or receives information. "Access

to an object potentially implies access to the information it contains. Examples of objects

are: records, blocks, pages, segments, files, directories, directory trees, programs, bits,

bytes, words, fields, processors, video displays, keyboards, clocks, printers, and network

nodes,"[DOD851

An object can be thought of as a container, like a bucket, which can hold data. This

bucket can be filled up (written to in the computer vernacular) and/or drained (read from)

by the active processes (subjects, as previously discussed) in the system. However, this is

a special bucket, when you drain it, the data inside does not really move at all, so no data

is ever lost when the bucket is drained. In the technical sense, this object is a repository of

data, which has an internal state that is changed (written) and/or observed (read) by the

subjects of the computer system [NCSC89]. All state changes of the object are initiated by

a set of well-defined operations that are available to the subjects[NCSC891. One could call

this category of objects "data objects", or one could categorize them as storage objects or

named objects, depending upon how they are created and managed by the TCB. (See

section below.)

I. Object Categories

Data objects can be thought of as containers which hold data and is a broad

category in which to classify objects. One way to classify objects is by their physical

properties, such as memory blocks or segments. Another useful way that we can classify

objects is by the way in which subjects can access them INCSC89I. In the context of

DBMSs, if subjects can access objects through discretionary access controls, these objects

are called "named objects." If subjects can access objects through mndatory access

controls, then these objects are called "storage objects." (NCSC891
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2. Operating System Objects

Generally, any passive entity which contains data of any sort and can be

manipulated by an operating system subject (active process) can be considered to be an

operating system object. These include files, directories, special files, interprocess

communication (IPC) objects, pipes, and symbolic links.

3. Database Objects

The objects within a DBMS are often different from the objects within an

operating system environment. DBMS objects are usually defined with a finer granularity

than those within an OS. For instance, an OS data file may contain several database tables.

The OS recognizes only the OS objects (e.g., the files), whereas the DBMS recognizes the

tables within the file,

Objects found in most DBMSs include tables, views, indexes, and clusters. The

database is also considered an object (because it too is a large container of information), as

are the rows within the tables. (In some research databases, the attributes and elements (i.e.,

tuples) within the rows are also considered objects). In the later chapters on the ORACLE

and INFORMIX architectures and operations, we will discuss the specific objects found

within those systems. (See Chapter V and Chapter VI, respectively).

E. PRIVILEGE

The notion of' privilege is an important security consideration when designing a

security policy for a computer system (See "SECURITY POLICY" on page 18.) and when

implementing that security policy into a security mechanism for protecting the system (See

"SECURITY IMPLEMENTATIONS" on page 26.). A privilege is a right given to a

process or subject, so that the process can perform certain functions. These rights may

permit the process to access only certain resources within the system, such as only certain

memory spaces or registers, or only certain [/O devices, such as selected printers and disk

drives. When a process is given aLc;ess to all the resources in the system, it is considered to
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be in a "privileged mode". A process operating in a privileged mode can access more of the

memory address space (i.e., more objects), or it can invoke special system functions.

For example, the person wb" operates and maintains the computer system is called the

system administrator. The system administrator usually requires special privileges to keep

the computer system running correctly.

Another example of a special privilege is a system's backup and recovery program.

The backup program will be allowed to bypass read restrictions on files so it can copy them

to a magnetic tape or a floppy disk; the recovery program will be allowed to bypass write

restrictions on files so it can write files and restore them to original form.[GASS88]

1. Least Privilege

This notion of different privileges given to the processes running in the system

was inspired by the principle of least privilege. Least privilege is the concept that users

(subjects)be granted only as many resources as they need to complete their job. The Orange

Book defines least privilege explicitly as:

,..that each subject in a system be granted the most restrictive set of privileges (or
lowest clearance) needed for the performance of authorized tasks, "The application of
this principle limits the damage that can result from accident, error, or unauthorized
use.(DOD851

The idea is to reduce the number of potential interactions between programs to

the minimum amount needed for correct operation, so that if erroneous input is introduced

by users or improper functions are called, the amount of damage to the system will be

minimized. ISALT751

2. Modes of Execution

The concept of modes of execution is crucial for the enforcement of least

privilege. A mode of execution (or domain of execution) is the environment in which a

proces (subject) operates, and contains all those resources (objects) for which it has access.

The Intel's iAPX x86 CPU. can operate in four odes. Assuming the progranners
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programming in the system are aware of this functionality, they can write programs which

operate in the different modes, thus protecting one program from another. (The UNIX

operating system is written to take advantage of two modes, the system and the user mode).

Any architecture with two or more states provides a finer degree of control, because each

mode is ordered from most privileged to least privilege. The less privileged mode has

access to less memory space than the previous (higher privileged) mode. Other names for

modes include domains, states, rings, or context. [GASS88I

In Figure 2, the concept of modes or domains is demonstrated with rings. In the

figure, the most privileged domain is the innermost domain (0) where for example the

hardware operates. As one travels outwards, the less privileged rings are encountered (rings

1-4). The security kernel (the part of the operating system that does the security checking)

and the operating system are usually the most privileged software in the computing

environment: therefore, they are shown as inner rings (I and 2). The DBMS (shown as ring

3) resides on top of the operating system and the hardware. The processes running in the

DBMS are not allowed access to the more privileged operating system code except through

certain "gates" (i.e., system calls) into those inner rings. In other words, it can only look

outwards and access the code of the users applications which reside on top of it in ring 4.
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User Applications

DBMS

Operating System

Kernel

Hardware

Figure 2: Hierarchial Domains or Rings

When a process executes, its respective subjects (a process may have more than

one subject) operate within a predetermined ring or domain. A domain represents all the

objects to which the subject has access (read or write). A subject's domain at any particular

time might include a variety of programs, files, data segments, and 1/O devices such as

printers and terminals. Such a domain is shown in Figure 3.

(oo l e
[ ] Printer

Process il 1
File FiDet

[Filml Data , torage(D

Devices

Figure 3: Domain of Execution
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As the user "'A" subject executes, in Figure 3 above, it is restricted to those

objects within its domain of execution. This process can access both data files a and b, data

storage segments 1, 2, and 3, and the 1/0 devices psi and ps2. This is all the subject can

access in this domain. The process must change domains to access more objects. It does

this if enabled with some privilege, which allows it to transfer to a more privileged ring or

domain.

The important security concept here is that the inode of operation protects each

ring from the outside and allows each ring to control programs efficiently in the less

privileged rings. [GASS881 Least privilege is realized by allowing a process to only operate

within a ring or mode that has just the necessary number of objects which it needs to

complete its job.

3. Separation of Privilege

One last important aspect of privilege is the need to separate privileges from

users so that the ability to perform certain functions are distributed among different users.

For example, it may not be prudent in some environments to give a system administrator

all the functions needed to operate and maintainl the system. Perhaps de function of

creating and setting up new users on the system should be handled by a second person, and

die ability to acquire audit records and audit t- )ils by a third person. This way the system

adinin-strator can not create bogus users (perhaps to run malicious programis to steual

information) and then try to hide or destroy die audit records. One breach of trust by a ur

with all privileges could compromise. the entire system and destroy valuable informatioll

which cannot be retrieved.

F. SECURIrY POLICY

The builders of a high security computer system mu state the deired rcquiremcents

for security before building the system, if they have any hope of realizing security in the

end product. These computer architecisstart with a security policy. A security policy can

be defined as:
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the set of rules, directives, and practices that regulate how an organization
manages, protects, and distributes sensitive information.[DOD85]

The security policy describes every aspect of how information will be handled both

inside the system and outside the system. Sensitive information is defined and could

include everything from government TOP SECRET documents to a small company's

proprietary business information or its personnel database. The security policy, once

defined, is then translated into a security implementation within the computer system. The

desired attributes of the system are eventually realized, in part, by the implementation of

some specific set of mechanisms; functions which can be shown to provide the required

attributes. [NCSC92aj The critical point is that one starts with a security policy (i.e., a high-

level statement of the desired global properties or characteristics of the system). then

proceeds through a number of refinement steps culminating with a set of specific

implementations. (NCSC92a See "SECURITY IMPLEMENTATIONS" on page 26.

I. Security Models

The security policy of a computing system can vary from short (i.e., no person

outside the company should access this data) to extremely complex (e~g, U.S. Government

TOP SECRET information systcns). Formal security policies have been proposed and

formulated into security models for several years. Both single-level and nulti-level

sccurity models exist, but for the purposes of this thesis, only multi-ltevel stcurity models

are of interesL In the multi-level world, nmulti-level security models, where many different

objects and subjcts of different classification are prent. is our focus.

a. Miliary Secufi Model

We taii with the military security model because most secure cvmputer

syitcnu ui d by the defense and national security establishir wit are based on this model.

This model alwo ieprescnL,% the b.% c man which tany other iniportant nwttilevel security

modeL,, are built (i.e.. the 1cll-LaPadula Model).
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Within the military security model all subjects and objects are labeled as

UNCLASSIFIED, CONFIDENTIAL, SECRET, or TOP SECRET. We call these labels

security levels. The rankings of the.;e pieces of information are mutually exclusive

(disjoint), and describe the sensitivity of the information. These sensitivity labels represent

an implementation of a more general model called a lattice. All elements are ordered under

a partial ordering of "dominates." (One level is greater than or equal to another.) This lattice

forms a linear hierarchy where elements, if comparable, have a definite order in the model.

All elements can be determined to be > or <= to any other element. The military lattice is

shown in Figure 4.

Top Secret

Se;ret

Confidential

Unclassified

Figure 4: Military Lattice

The military security model utilizes two important principles are utilized-

least privilege and need-to-know. The principle of least privilege was discussed previously

and as applied here states that a person requiring .=cess to SECRET information to do his/

her job, get only SECRET (or anything less than SECRET) information, and not TOP

SECRET information. There is no need to give the user more information then they need

to do their work; in other words give the user the least-privileged information (i.e.,

SECRET) needed to accomplish their trission.

The second principle is the "need-to-know" rule; acess to sensitive

information is allowed only if the user is approved for the category in which the

information is being sought. Each piece of information, in addition to the security label, is

associated with zero or more compartments, describing the subject matter of the
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information. These compartments are then used to enforce the need-to-know principle, so

that users can obtain access only to information which is relevant to their jobs. Examples

o compartments are TERRORISTS, NUCLEAR, and SPIES. A single piece of

information would thea be coded with zero or more compartments, depending on the

categories to which the information applies (see Figure 5). For a person to gain access to a

piece of information, he/she must possess all the compartments associated with the

information, as well as a sensitivity classification that dominates the label of the

information. For example, if Captain Smith wants TOP SECRET information that deals

with nuclear spies and terrorists, he must have a security rating of at least TOP SECRET

and compartment clearances for NUCLEAR, SPIES, and TERRORISTS. (See row I of

Figure 5) Clearances in rows 2-5 (Figure 5) would not be adequate to gain the desired

information.

I. TOP SECRET:NUCLEARSPIES,TERRORISTS
2. SECRET: SPIES
3. SECRET: TERRORISTS
4. CONFIDENTIAL: NUCLEAR
5. UNCLASSIFIED:

Figure 5: Military Security Labels

b. BHel.LaPaduda Model

One of *he best known and most popular multilevel security models is the

Bell and LaPadula model developed and published by D. Bell and L. LaPadula in 1973.

[BELL731 The Bell-LaPadula model (BLP) describes the allowable paths of access control

in a secure systei. The goal of the model is to identify allowable communication channels

where it is important to maintain secrecy, (Note that this model does not preserve the

integrity of the informaiion).The model has been used to define the security requirements

for systems concurrently handling data at different seositivity levels [PFLLSJ This model
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was created to obey the military security model and is sometimes referred to as a multilevel

security model. [GASS88]

The BLP model has been widely accepted as the model of design when

building multilevel secure systems [GASS88]. The reason is that it represents one of the

best available models for describing the acceptable connections between subjects and

objects of different levels of sensitivity. With the BLP model, a machine can be built that

can process data of two or more different sensitivity levels.

Two propertie!, characterize the Bell-LaPadula Model as noted below:

• Simple Security Property. A subject can only read an object if the security label

of the subject dominates (greater than or equal to) the security label of the object.

° *.Property (or Confinement Property). A subject can write (modify) an object

only if the subject's security label is dominated (less than or equal to) by the object's

security label.

The implications of these two properties are shown in Figure 6 from

[PFLE89J. The classification of subjects (represented by squares) and objects (represented

by circles) are indicated by their positions; subjects and objects higher in the figure

represent higher levels of sensitivity.
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Figure 6: The Bell-LaPadula Model demonstrating
the secure (low of information [PFLE89]

The simple security property means that a subject can read objects at its

security classification and below. For example, a SECRET subject can read SECRET,

CONFIDENTIAL. and UNCLASSIFIED data.

The *-property of the Bell-LaPadula model is used to prevent write-down,

so that a subject with a high classification (which has access to high-level information

objects) cannot copy information into a lower level object. (See flow demonstrated in

Figure 6 in heavy black box; this is not allowed.) This is synonymous with the military

security model, which prevents persons with TOP SECRET clearances to give TOP

SECRET information away to UNCLASSIFIED users.



2. Access Control Policies

The following sections briefly defined some of the important access control

policies or rules founu in secure systems.

a. Supporting Policy

Obtaining access into a computer system, usually the process of logging on

the computer terminal, is handled by the identification and authentication (I&A) subsystem

of the operating system which runs the computer. Even though this I&A subsystem is

normally not considered part of the access control policy, it will be discussed here because

it is an overall part of the security policy.

The identification part of the I&A subsystem is used by the operating

system to identify the user who logs into the computer system. This is usually done by the

user typing his/her user's name (a predefined username ID) at the logon prompt. This

identification string is unique to the system and allows the system to identify an individual

user.

The authentication part of the I&A subsystem is used by the operating

system to ensure that the identification presented to the system is in fact the real user who

was assigned that usemrname ID. This is usually done by prompting the user to enter a

password that only he/she knows. If the password is entered correctly, the system accepts

the identification as genuine. Now any auditing enforced by the operating system (or other

applications) can correctly identify not only the usemrname ID that performed an operation

but the actual user (person) that performed the actions,

b. Discreionamy Access Contol

Discretionary access control became a serious issue with the emergence of

multiuser systems and the sharing of files stored on mass storage (GASS88. Controlling

access to disk files was probably the first widespread computer security concern, because

for the first time the system, rather than the operator, was required to enforce access control

[GASS8I8.
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Discretionary access control permits the owner of an object, such as a file,

to authorize access to that object by other subjects in the system. This creator, at his/her

own discretion, determines who is authorized to access the objects he/she creates.

Discretionary access control is best demonstrated by way of an access control matrix.

c. Access Control Matrix

The access control matrix is a table in which each row represents a subject,

each column represents an object, and each entry is the set of access rights for that subject

to that object. [PFLE89] This matrix may in fact be sparse because not every row and

column intersection will have an entry; most subjects will not have access rights to most

objects. In Table 1 below, an access control matrix is shown; objects are shown in the

double-boxed columns and subjects represent rows. The allowable modes of operation (i.e.,

rights) for each subject are: o (owner), r (read), w (write), x (execute). (Note that some

boxes are blank).

TABLE 1: ACCESS CONTROL MATRIX

Subject file a file b file c help.t compiler linker clock printer

USER A orw orw orw r x x r w

USERB r r x x r w

USER C rw r r x r w

USER D r r x x r w

sys mgr - rw ox ox orw o

* Because the access matrix can be represented as a list of triples (subject,

object, ri'hts), searching a large number of triples can be time consuming and inefficient.

Therefore the access control matrix is used more as an abstraction than a real

implemenutions.
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d. Mandatory Access Control

In a variety of situations, discretionary access control may not be

acceptable policy. Therefore, mandatory access controls are imposed which cannot be

bypassed, even indirectly, by the subjects within the system.

Under mandatory access control (MAC), subjects and objects are assigned

special security attributes, usually security labels, which are tranquil and cannot be

changed. (This is opposite of the DAC policy which allows users (creators of objects) to

change the attributes.) The system reference validation mechanism determines if a subject

can access a particular object by comparing the security label of the subject and the security

label of the object (and the DAC attributes).

Mandatory controls are used in conjunction with discretionary access

controls and serve as an additional restriction on access to objects. A subject may have

access to an object only if the subject passes both discretionary and mandatory access

control checks. [GASS88] Since users cannot directly manipulate mandatory access

control attributes, users employ discretionary controls for their own protection from other

users. [GASS88] Mandatory access controls come into play automatically as a stronger

level of protection that cannot be bypassed by users through accidental or intentional

misuse of discretionary controls. [GASS88]

G. SECURITY IMPLEMENTATIONS

Thus far, the discussion has traversed from a security policy, which can be represented

by a security model, to the access control policies (or rules) which are made up of the DAC

and MAC elements. Their are several popular security mechanisms that realize the

implementation of these rules and policies.

I. Protected Groups or Directories

A very simple access control mechanism is a file directory which controls the

accems to the et of files within the directory by a set of subjects within the computer system.

Each file within the directory has an owner who possesses major access rights, including
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the rights to declare who has what access and to revoke access by any person whenever

desired. Each user has a file directory, which lists all the files to which that user has access.

The UNIX operating system's file ownership and permissions are a good

example of this directory type implementation, and as discussed earlier, of discretionary

access control. UNIX implements a very simple mechanism which uses only a few bits of

access control information attached to each file. Every file has an owner who created that

file. The files created by the owner are so listed with that ownership, and file permissions,

or modes, are associated with that particular file. A total of ten bits are used to indicate

which pennissions are applied to three different entities: user (owner), group, and others.

Each entity can have permission to read (r), write (w), or execute (e) the file as a program.

See Figure 7 below.

-rw-r--r-- execute

write J by others
read

execute
write -by group
read

.... _ __ __ execute -
write 7 -by owner
read __T

special file type

Figure 7: UNIX Protection System

A dash indicates that a permission is not enabled. The left most bit is used to

indicate a special file type, like d' for directory. Typical files will have a dash in this

location.

2. Access Control List System

Another access control mechanism and one of the most effective access control

schemes is the access control list (ACL) (GASS88]. In this implementation every object
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has one access control list associated with it. This list shows all the subjects who can have

access to this object and what their access rights are (i.e., read or write). [PFLE89] The

access control list identifies the individual users or groups of users who may access an

object, such as a file. Because all the access control information for a file is stored in one

place and is clearly associated with the file, identifying who has access to a file, and adding

and deleting names to the list can be done very efficiently [GASS88].

An example of how an ACL works follows: if subjects john and beth both have

access to a file game, the operating system will maintain just one list for the object (file

gai:) showing the access rights for john and beth. The access control list can have general

default entries (*, for wildcard) for any users which allows a public file or program to be

shared by all possible users of the system. See Figure 8 below. File public represents an

ACL which any user in the system can access the file. File game showsjohn and beth each

with there own specific rights; read write or execute.

*:r, w, e john: r, w, e
beth: r

File public File game

Figure 8: Access Control Lists

The access control list must be examined each time any user accesses an object.

This can lead to poor performance when many objects need to be accessed because many

checks must be made against the list. However, with suitable defaults and groupings of

users, access control lists rarely require more than a handful of entries. (GASS881 Another

disadvantage is storage management because the length of the access control list is not

fixed, but instead variable. Maintaining a variable length list for each file results in either

complex directory structure or wasted space for unused entries. (GASS88]
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H. TRUSTED COMPUTING BASE

We have now traversed to the point where we must now place within the system the

security mechanisms we have implemented (i.e., protected directories, ACLs, capabilities,

etc.). The location where we placed the security mechanisms is inside a perimeter we call

the trusted computing base. The trusted computing base (TCB) has been defined by the

TCSEC as:

the totality of protection mechanisms within a computer system, including
hardware, firmware, and software, the combination of which is responsible for
enforcing a security policy. "A TCB consists of one or more components that together
enforce a unified security policy over a product or system. [DOD851

The TCB contains all the necessary mechanisms needed to provide for the security of

the computing system in accordance with the defined security policy. The incorrect

operation of the mechanisms within the TCB could lead to the unauthorized disclosure of

information or another security violation relative to the system's security policy.

To further define and develop this notion of the TCB, the boundaries of the system

must be identified. Two boundaries are of importance as discussed in [GASS88] are the

system boundary and the security boundary.

1. System Boundary

The computer system's boundary or interface with the outside world, must be

clearly defined, and the threats from the outside world must be identified and evaluated

before a security policy can be developed. The system is composed of all the computing

hardware, firmware, and software, and includes all the telecommunication hardware and

software as well (i.e., networks, phone-lines, wireless, etc.). Everything identified as being

inside or part of the system, must be protected by the system. Everything outside the system

is left unprotected by the system. IGASS881 The threats to the system must be made a

primary focus during the security plan development , [OASS881
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To identify the system boundary, the interfaces between the computer system

and the outside world must be specified.[GASS88] External controls, such as physical

controls and personnel and procedural controls are setup to enforce this interface. Items

which are outside this interface are the users, terminals, some I/O devices such as line

printers (only some printers, not all), and data storage media, (e.g., archive tapes stored off-

line). As long as the external controls enforce this interface properly, the threats from

outside the boundary can be keep out.

Those items allowed inside the system boundaries, such as authorized users or

programs, are monitored by the internal security controls. The internal controls are

implemented within the hardware and software of the system, and their primary purpose is

protection of information within the system against the specified threats. However, if

unauthorized users or processes bypass the external controls of the system, the internal

controls cannot be guaranteed to stop the threat and to protect the system[GASS88]. For

example, if a system administrator gave his password to another user, this person would be

able to get through the external controls (i.e., policy of not giving away passwords is

violated) and manipulate the system anyway he/she is capable. The internal controls can in

no way stop this user and protect the system. Once external security controls are broken,

the system is vulnerable, and no amount of internal security controls can be expected to

stop the intruder from harming the system.

2. Security Perimeter

According to [GASS88], the components inside the computer system can be

classified into two types: those responsible for maintaining the security of the system, and

all others. The boundary separating these two components is called the security perimeter.

(Every thing inside the security perimeter is the TCB). Within this security perimeter lie

that part of the operating system responsible for security (i.e., security kernel) and the

hardware and firmware; outside this perimeter, but inside the system boundary, lie the user

programs, data files, terminals, and I/O devices controlled by the system. The components
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within the security perimeter must be precisely defined, because once they malfunction, a

security violation can occur.

This interface, called the security boundary, must be well defined just like the

system boundary interface. [GASS88] This interface is controlled and enforced by the

system's security relevant components. In a system which utilizes a security kernel, the list

of system calls between the security kernel and the operating system is a good example of

the interface between the two components of the system. In Figure 9 below, the system's

hardware, security kernel, a portion of the OS, and a portion of the DBMS comprise the

TCB. (Builders of secure systems try to minimize the size of the TCB to make validation

easier.) The users of the system are outside the system and the external controls prevent

known threats from entering the system. The TCB is maintained by the security relevant

components of the system and is responsible for all security decisions.

Outside the system Users

Untrusted part of the DBMS
system (Outside Security Perimeter) Applications OS

- --- ---------- Applications Untrusted
DBMS

Opera ng System

TCB - Inside the Security Kernel

Security Perimeter Hardware
(Denoted by heavy
black lines)

Figure 9: System Boundaries and the Trusted Computing Base

The TCB and the internal security controls, which comprise the TCB, are the

primary focus of the design and evaluation of trusted systems.
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1. TRUSTED SYSTEMS

Trusted systems are "trusted" only if they (their design documentation) provide

convincing arguments or proofs that the security mechanisms work as advertised and

cannot be subverted or disabled. [VETTI0] This chapter has laid out some of the

fundamental concepts behind the design of trusted systems. The remainder of this chapter

presents the fundamentals for the evaluation of trusted systems. The following two sections

deal with two fundamental topics in the evaluation of trusted products: TCB subsetting and

trusted subjects.

1. TCB Subsetting

TCB subsetting is a design approach to building secure computer systems. It can

be used initially when a system is first built or it can reuse and extend previously built and

verified trusted systems.[VETT90] It is motivated by the need to be able to extend a TCB

by building on an existing TCB (such as a security kernel or an operating system) without

disturbing its basis for verification. This is essential when a vendor wants to build a trusted

database system on another vendor's trusted operating .pwm. [LUNT92) TCB subsetting

allows an "evaluation by parts" which is a technique used to evaluate a software product or

system in modules instead of all at once.

The TOB subsetting coatcept evolved from work by Schaefer and Schell

(SCHA84] and Shockley and Schell ISHOC87] on extensible TCBs. This subsetting

approach allows the TCB to be structured into layers, (and later decomposed) with each

layer enforcing its own policies and with each layer constrained by the policies enforced by

the layers beneath it. Ideally, the lowest layer is a mandatory TCB that enforces mandatory

access control for all the layers above it This is particularly useful when one vendor builds

a layer of the TCH enforcing a discretionary.security policy on another vendor's mandatory

TCB. TCB subsetting not only allows reuse of existing TCBs. but also permits the

evaluation process to take advantage of an already evaluated lower TCB. Figure 10

represents a typical TCB subset architecture.
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Figure 10: TCB Subset Architecture

An advantage of the TCB subsetting approach is that it allows vendors building

an upper level TCB to take advantage of the security features provided from the lower TCB

upon which they build their new product. For example, if a trusted operating system

provides for mandatory security between subjects and objects, then the newly built DBMS

need only enforce additional discretionary security needed by the database. Thus. building

multilevel DBMSs using this approach may be the quickest and the most viable approach

to getting a multilevel DBMS product evaluated. [LUNT921

The use of TCB subsetting also can provide the greatest, degree of security

possible for mandatory secunty.(LUNT92] Because there is no tue MAC component in

the DBMS itself, the rsk of disclosure of sensitive data is considerably reduced. This -is

because the DBMS is governed by the oumdatory TCB of the underlying operating system.

which partitions multilevel data by their classification. Thus the subjects within the DBMS,

when operating on behalf of the userus, cannot gain access to any data whose classification

is not dominated by the users' clearavce. This means that database operations can be

handled by subjec which ae single-evel and untast with respect to mndatory aixess

controls. This is the most Conservtive appoah possible for mandatory security.

ILUN"21
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2. Trusted Subjects

Among computer scientists and trusted system builders, there has probably been

more controversy and misunderstanding about the concept of trusted subjects than about

any other single aspect of secure systems. [GASS88] Trusted subjects are important to

understand because most of the secure MLS DBMSs being evaluated today utilize a

"trusted subject architecture."

The "trusted subject" term originated i the Bell and LaPadula security

model.[GASS88] Trusted subjects are not required to obey the *-property (confinement

property) of the Bell and Lapadula model. Trusted sbjects are trusted not to violate the

security policy of the system.

The trusted subject approach to designing and evaluating a DBMS is an

alternative to the TCB subsetting approach discussed earlier. The trusted subject approach

is implemented by making an upper level application, such as a DBMS, a trusted subject

so that it will not violate the security policies of the underlying TCB.

For mosi of the multilevel secure DBMSs, the DBMS runs on top of a trusted

operating system. However, since the trusted DBMS operates with certain policy

enforcement mechanisms that allow it to enforce mandatory access controls (on its own

objects, such as tables and rows), the DBMS must execute as a "trusted subject" with

respect to the operating system TCB. [DOYL91] In other words, the DBMS now enforces

some aspect of MAC, instead of the operating system enforcing it all. The DBMS is trusted

that it will do it right and not violate the security policy.

Logically, trusted subjects are part of the TCB and use the services provided by

the TCB, 5ut architecturally they run as subjects in a domain outside the basic TCB. in a

sense, trusted subjects are just the extensions of the TCB [GASS88]. V/hen evaluating a

product (or system) using the trusted subject concept, the more privileged TCB component

must be combined into a single TCB subset with the trusted subject.

The use of the trusted subject approach often significantly reduces the total effort

involved in evaluating the trusted system product, because it is only necessary to show that
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the trusted subject does not permit unauthorized information flow, as opposed to showing

that it correctly enforces an access control policy. [NCSC89]

One disadvantage of the trusted subject methodology is the definition of how the

trusted subject (i.e., DBMS) is used, because its use can cause new information flows

beyond those that can be discovered by performing a flow analysis exclusively of the

trusted subject. Such flows can be discovered only by performing a flow analysis on the

combination of the trusted subject and the underlying TCB (i.e., the operating system), a

task which may in and of itself be very difficult to accomplish.
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III. TCSEC

The previous chapter discussed the trusted system fundamentals absent of the specific

requirements needed for a computer system to rate an assurance level as described in the

DOD Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC).[DOD85] The TCSEC (also

known as the "Orange Book" or the "Criteria") is the primary document outlining the

criteria for the evaluation of trusted computer systems and products. This document

specifically outlines the requirements of each assurance level or rating class. Thus far, the

TCSEC is the U.S. standard on which all trusted products are evaluated.4

A. THE NEED FOR AN EVALUATION STANDARD

The U.S. Government has a legitimate interest in ensuring that the computing systems

it acquires protect information with some level of assurance. The government is chiefly

concerned with nondisclosure or secrecy of information. In addition, since no design and

evaluation standard existed anywhere in the world in the 1970's, a common body of

knowledge was needed to begin the process of evaluating computer systems for secure

environments. The Criteria's initial purpose was focused almost exclusively on the

acquisition of computer systems for the national security establishment. [DOD851

The computer industry also required a standard by which to design and build secure

computing systems. It was in the best interest of the U.S. Government and the NSA to

encourage the development of -trusted computer systems and products, thus making them

widely available in the commercial market place. (DOD85J With a vast inventory of trusted

systems and products available, the NSA, the DOD,. and other interested government

agencies could pick and choose the best product or system for the right situation or

environment,

4. Ite is presenly a move to inplwnent w internalomd awndard e Common Cvrwxa.
Moe nl W!Ad on this at od ofc uswr.
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Over the past decade, as the Criteria have matured (i.e., new interpretations issued) and

additional publications (i.e., from the Technical Guidelines Program) have emerged, more

commercial developers have moved towards building secure computer systems. In the

beginning, manufacturers built systems using the Criteria because it was mandated by the

U.S. Government. However, now commercial and private companies have realized the

need to better protect proprietary information, persinnel databases, and other private or

sensitive information. Because of this, the use of trusted systems is becoming more

widespread outside the government establishment [GASS88].

B. HISTORY OF THE TCSEC

The National Computer Security Center (NCSC) is part of the National Security

Agency (NSA), an agency of the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD). In January 1981,

the Department of Defense assigned the responsibility for computer security to the Director

of the National Security Agency (NSA). This action led to the formation of the Computer

Security Center, whose charter was promulgated in the DOD Directive 5215.1 in October

1982. It specifically tasked the Computer Security Center to establish and maintain:

technical standards and criteria for the security evaluation of trusted computer
systems that can be incorporated readily into the Department of Defense component
life-cycle management process.[NCSC90]

The NCSC, in conjunction with other components of the NSA (e.g., Information

Systems Security Organization-ISSO), is involved in establishing computer security

criteria and guidelines such as the TCSEC, evaluating computer hardware and software

products for security and assurance against the Criteria, and conducting and supporting

computer security research and development.

Before the Computer Security Center was established, two departments of the U.S.

government were instrumental in the establishment of computer security standards and

criteria for evaluating computer systmn products. They were the DOD and the Department

of Commerce (DOC).
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Work began as early as 1967 with a DOD task force organized to address computer

security safeguards that would protect classified information in remote-access computer

systems. [DOD85] The report from this task force (the RAND report) made a number of

policy and technical recommendations on actions to be taken to reduce the threat of

compromise of classified information processed on remote-access computer systems.

[DOD85]

The DOD responded to the RAND report and issued DOD Directive 5200.28 (1972)

and its accompanying manual DOD 5200.28-M (1973). These decrees established uniform

DOD policy, security requirements, administrative controls, and technical measures to

protect classified information processed by DOD computer systems. [DOD85] Meanwhile

in the 1970's, the DOC, lead by its subordinate agency, the National Bureau of Standards

(now the National Institute of Standards and Technology-NIST), began work to define

problems and solutions for building, evaluating, and auditing secure computer systems.

The MITRE Corporation was tasked to develop a set of computer security evaluation

criteria that could be used to determine the degree of trust an organization could place in a

computer system to protect sensitive data. After much debate within the academic,

industrial and government establishments, the draft of the initial TCSEC was produced.

The NCSC published the finalized TCSEC in 1983, and in 1985 the DOD published,

with some revisions, this criteria into DOD Standard 5200.28-STh. From this original

publication have come a series of guidelines and interpretations, each building upon or

clarifying the original works of the TCSEC.

Subsequent to the incorporation of the TCSEC into a DOD standard, the NCSC began

testing and evaluating products against the established technical standards and computer

security criteria of the day. The NCSC maintains a list of evaluated products which it

updates quarterly as part of th', Information Systems Security Products and Services

Catalogue. This Evaluated Products List (EPL) is a compilation of all computer products

that have undergone formal security evaluations, and it shows the relative security merit of

each product.
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C. THE CRITERIA

The concept of the trusted computing base (TCB) is fundamental to the understanding

of the TCSEC. (See "TRUSTED COMPUTING BASE" on page 29.) Once the TCB can

be identified, evaluated, and rated, a level of assurance (rathig class) can be given to the

product and the system can be considered a trusted system. The Criteria contains three basic

control objectives: security policy, accountability, and assurance.

1. Security Policy

The security policy of an organization is the starting point for any

implementation of external and internal security mechanisms, and is a basic control

objective of the TCSEC. The security policy must be defined in terms of the perceived

threats, risks, and goals of an organization [DOD85]. The people or users of the system

must be identified, and all the information that will be stored in the system must be located

and distinguished from non-system information.

2. Accountability

Another control objective of the TCSEC is the accountability of subjects, which

includes I&A and audit capabilities [DOD85]. Each access to a trusted system by a user

must be mediated by a security control mechanism which correctly identifies individual

subjects (by authenticating a password or other indelible unique feature) and controls what

classes of information that subject can access to. A record of all security relevant actions

(audit record) by the users must be kept so that any responsible party can be traced after a

system violation has occurred.

3. Assurance

Assurance is the guaranteeing or providing of confidence that the security policy

has been enforced correctly, that the reference validation mechanism does in fact do its job

accurately by implementing the intent of the security policy. The security mechanisms

which enforce the security policy must be capable of being "independently evaluated" so
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that sufficient assurance can be given that the implementation does what the policy (or

security model) promised. The Criteria specifies two components of asswurnce: life-cycle

assurance and operational assurance.

Life cycle assurance is concerned with the way an vendor develops its products

to be evaluated. A truly secure system must be built from the bottom-up, so that the during

the design of the system, the product can be evaluated and tested at cac ! major phase of the

software development. It also suggests, that if a system is changed to the point that the

integrity of the protection mechanisms are affected, then a reevalation is required. This

control objective leads to the RAMP (Rating Maintenance Phase) which requires all

products to undergo re-evaluation when a new version of the product is released which

significantly changes the system's security features. More will: be said on this phase during

the evaluation process to be discussed later.

Operational assurance focuses on the performanc.e of the TCB and requires that

the TCB be architecturally sound (i.e,, process isolation, enforce least privilege, etc.,),

periodically validated to be in corrt.t operation, and run in a secure and correct way (i.e.,

facility management). Operational assurance also requires that if the computer system fails,

that it can be brought back up in a secure manner.[DOD85]

In summary, according to the TCSEC, a compater system is "secure" if the

following requirements are met:

• An adequate security policy (which includes access mediation) is defined and
enforced
6 All objects are properly labeled
0 All subjects are correctly identif
* Accountability is maihtained through audi: capabilities
• The system can be evaluated and ;gven an appropriate assurance level

• Continued protection of the TCB is maintained throughout its life-cycle

D. CRITERIA DIVISIONS AND CLASSES

The TCSEC is t uilt to represent four different divisions for trusted assurance in

computer products. The divisions from least restrictive (low assurance) to highly restrictive
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(high assurance) are: D, C, B, and A. Overall there are seven different ratings (classes) that

a product or system can earn; D,C 1,C2,B 1,B2,B3,A 1.

1. Division D (Minimal Protection)

Division D contains one class (Class D), and is reserved for all computer systems

or products that have failed to adequately meet the requirements of another higher

evaluation class. Class D products or systems cannot be expected to protect any security

policy or even human error,

2. Division C (Discretionary Protection)

Division C contains Class Cl and Class C2. These classes provide some

confidence that the TCB is enforcing a discretionary security policy. The particular items

of interest are discretionary protection, audit capabilities and verification and testing.

Tests must be conducted at Class Cl which verify that the security mechanisms

(DAC, I&A) work in accordance with the system documentation. A level of assurance must

be present that a user cannot by-pass or defeat the security mechanisms of the TCB.

Additionally at Class C2, evidence must be demonstrated that I&A data and the audit data

cannot be manipulated or destroyed by an unauthorized user. A search for obvious flaws

must be conducted, so that any violations of resource isolation or unauthorized access to

audit or authentication data is found. There must be "hands-on" involvement in the conduct

of independent tests run by the evaluation team. [DQD85]

3. Division B (Mandatory Protection)

Division B contains three classes (B 1,B2,B3) and introduces several new design

requirements. Most significantly, this division introduces mandatory access controls,

labeling of objects and subjects, covert channel analysis, and the requirement that the

reference monitor concept be utilized in the Class B2 and B3.[DOD851

It is at the Class B2 that serious security concerns are realized. At the lower

classes of assurance, security can be thought of after-the-fact; an already designed system
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can add-on mechanisms to be compliant with Class Cl ,C2, or B 1 requirements. It is here

at the Class B2, that security features must be designed into the system or product from the

very beginning. It is for this reason that Class B2 is considered relatively resistant to

penetration; the Class B3 is considered highly resistant to penetration.[DOD85]

Security testing must demonstrate that no subject can disrupt the TCB to the

point that the TCB cannot respond to communications initiated by other users. [DOD85]

4. Division A (Verified Protection)

Division A contains one class (A ) and is characterized by the use of verifiable

formal security methods or models. The Class A l differs little from Class B3; they are said

to be "functionally equivalent." The chief requirements for Class Al are formal proofs

must be developed which provide "a resulting high degree of assurance the TCB is

correctly implemented."[DOD85J

All verification done at Class A I must show that the formal top-level

specification (FTLS) and the descriptive top-level specification (DTLS) are consistent with

the TCB implementation. [DOD851

For a summary of the assurance levels and their functional requirements, see

Figure 11. below.
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E. THE DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INTERPRETATION

The Trusted Database Management System Interpretation (TDI) of the TCSEC was

issued as the third major interpretation to the TCSEC in April 1991 (the Trusted Network

Interpretation (TNI) being the first in 1987 and the Computer Security Subsystem

Interpretation (CSSI) in 1988 the second). The TDI extends the evaluation classes,

described in the this chapter, to application products in general, and DBMS products in

particular.

The TDI was produced to focus on the special problems posed by DBMSs and its

purpose was to provide interpretations by which to build security features in DBMSs, to

provide a metric for evaluating DBMSs, and to provide a basis for specifying security

requirements in acquisition specifications. [NCSC91 ]

The TDI's central focus is the evaluation of a computer system comprised of parts.

These parts, for example, could be the hardware, the operating system, or the application

program (i.e., DBMS). The Interpretation is written in a general manner so that it can be

used for evaluating all application programs, not just DBMS programs.

A interesting feature of the TDI is that it specifies that there is a difference between a

security evaluation and a security certification or accreditation. A security evaluation is

what is done by the NCSC in its Trusted Product Evaluadon Program. An accreditotion of

a computer system or product is conducted by the using agency in the environment in which

it operates. This so called "certification evaluation" is currently a big topic of discussion

and research in the computer security community. The TDI may be used in both the

evaluation portion and the accreditation portion of a system evaluation.

F. OTHER EVALUATION CRITERIA

The United States (U.S.) was the first country to have a trusted system evaluation

standard which achieved widespread acceptance. [STRA93] However, since the TCSEC's

inception in 1983, other countries have developed their own criteria for building and

evaluating uusted computer products. Germany has the ZSIEC, France has the "Blue-
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White-Red Book," Great Britain has the "Green Book" and Canada has the Canadian

Trusted Computer Product Evaluation Criteria (CTCPEC). [TROY92]Since the birth of the

European community as a political and economic entity, a more coordinated approach of

defining computer security standards was needed. Four European countries (Germany,

France, Great Britain, and the Netherlands) combined their resources to create the

Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC).[TROY92]

1. European ITSEC

Because the European community wanted to maintain commonality with the

U.S., the members chose the TCSEC as a basis and elected to expand it, adding additional

criteria and more detail. [TROY92] Version 1 of the ITSEC was published in June of 1990,

and the second version released June 28, 1991. A number of evaluations have already been

conducted against the ITSEC, including DBMS evaluations in the United Kingdom.

2. Canadian TCPEC

The Canadian Computer Security Establishment (CCSE) published the

Canadian Trusted Computer Product Evaluation Criteria (CTCPEC) with influences from

the Orange Book and the ITSEC.

3. Federal Criteria/Common Criteria

During the early 1990's, there began a move to consolidate a common federal

criteria that would be more in-line with the proposed European ITSEC. The original goal

of the Federal Criteria project was to create a. U.S. national standard for computer and

information system security that according to [CAMP941 would:

• protect previous investment in trust technology
* add value to current criteria
* develop a framework for defining new customer requirements
0 promote international harmonization of criteria

This standard was intended to provide information on how to specify

requirements for Information Technology product security, to include a fundamental
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structure for stating those requirements and through a set of common building blocks to

assist in the development process of the system.

The first draft of the Federal Criteria was released in December 1992, followed

by national and international discussion between the U.S., Canada, and the European

community. The Federal Criteria was then renamed the Common Criteria (CC) and

subsequently a first rough draft has been completed. Comments from a very limited

distribution list were due in the summer of 1994. This will lead to a revised draft which will

be released to a wide audience in October 1994. [CAMP94]

It remains to be seen what the final form of the CC will be, and its effect on the

TCSEC. According to NCSC, the TCSEC will continue to be the official standard against

which evaluations will be made until the new criteria matures sufficiently [CAMP94].
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IV. HP-UX BLS OPERATING SYSTEM

A. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

It is mandatory that we look at the operating system in our security analysis of both

Trusted ORACLE and Informix On-Line/Secure. The reason is that the operating system

is an extremely important subset of the trusted computing base. We have purposely chosen

a common operating system, HP-UX BLS Version 8.0, so as to both limit the scope of the

thesis (i.e., now only one operating system must be partially examined, instead of two), and

to make our comparison of products have a common foundation (i.e., a common, OS).

1. History

The UNIX operating system was developed by Ken Thompson of AT&T's Bell

Labs in the late 1960's as a general purpose interactive timesharing system. After further

refinements by the researchers at Bell Labs, UNIX became widely available in 1975. The

University of California at Berkeley led the way in making many improvements to the

system and began relzasing their own improved versions called BSD (Berkeley Software

Distribution). Meanwhile, AT&T continued to make improvements to their original system

(System V) and thus released many new versions in the years to follow. These two vetsions,

Berkeley's BSD wud AT&T's System V. were in widespread use by the mid 1980's.

The standard Hewlet-Packard Unix (HP-UX) is based on and is compatible with

UNIX System Laboratories (USL's) UNIX operating system (EDGE93). USL's UNIX is

siailar to the Fourh Berkeley Software Distribution Unix software. Therefoa. it has many

of the characteristics of the Berkeley Unix operating system. However, HP-UX B-Level

Security (MS) does not support all the functionaity oi its pedecs. HPUX. HP-UX

BLS is a .curity enhanced version of HP.UX designed to meet the mquirements of a Class

BI system (HEWL92aJ.
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B. CONCEPT OF HP-UX BLS OPERATIONS

The HP-UX BLS operating system was enhanced to meet the criteria of a Class B I

assurance level, as described in the TCSEC. Therefore, with the exception of the new

enhanced security features to qualify the system as Class B I functional, the basic operating

system is an exact version of the standard HP-UX system. (See "SECURITY

ENHANCEMENTS" on page 49.)

1. Structure

The HP-UX BLS TCB consists of a modified HP-UX kernel, trusted commands

and utilities, and trusted hardware and firmware [HEWL92a].

a. Kernel

The operating system's kernel is the most privileged part of the operating

system which resides in the most privileged domain with direct access to the hardware. The

kernel can be characterized as the implementation of the reference monitor concept; it is

the most trusted piece of code which does the a~cess checking between subjects and

objects.

The HP-UX BLS kernel runs in the processor's protected mode and

therefore runs in a separate domain of execution from that of the application software,

which runs in user mode [HEWL92a,

b. Trusted Commands and Faciities

Trusted commands are all non-kernel programs that are responsible for

performing special functions; they are trusted because they violate the security policy, but

do so without resulting in unauthorized information flow. Facilities in HP-UX BLS are all

libraries used to construct those programs responsible for security.

c. Trusted Hardware

Trusted hardware is that hardware which resides within the TCB and helps

enforce the security policy of the system. Hardware specified by HP-UX BLS as part of the
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TCB includes the processor and 1/0 internal buses, bus adaptor cards, disk drives, tape

drives, and printers.

2. How UNIX Works

This is a brief overview of how UNIX works as taken from [TANE92].

A UNIX system, can be regarded as a kind of pyramid. At the bottom is the
hardware, consisting of the CPU, memory, disks, terminals, and other devices.
Running on the bare hardware is the UNIX operating system. Its primary function is
to control the hardware and piovide a system call interface to all application programs.
These system calls allow user applications to create and manage processes, files, and
other resources.[TANE92]

Application programs make system calls by putting arguments in registers and
issuing trap instructions to switch from user mode to kernel mode to start up UNIX.
A library is provided, with one procedure per system call. Each procedure first puts its
arguments in the proper place, then executes the trap instruction. The trap instruction
performs the required task and then returns to the user mode, where the application
program is started again. (TANE92]

The operating system is a resource manager. It performs primitive functions to

assist the application programs by controlling such things as the processors, memory space,

and 1/0 devices.

C. SECURITY ENHANCEMENTS

As previously noted, HP-UX BLS is a security-enhanced version of the standard HP-

UX operating system. A number of changes have been implemented to meet the Class B I

evaluation requirements. In the following sections, we will give a brief description of some

of the sccurity features that are implemented in the HP-UX BLS system.

I. Administrative Roles

One of the significant changes between standard HP-UX and HP-UX BLS is in

the area of systen administration [HEWL92aI. The system administaation tasks have been

split into a number of logical roles, thereby enforcing the concept of separation ef privilege.

The roles are split into functional areas. thus all of the roles can be givw to one individual

or they can be divided up between different individuals (depending on the needs and the
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security policies of the using organization). Table 2, below, gives the different system

administrative roles, along with the group names and responsibilities of each role.

TABLE 2: ADMINISTRATIVE AREAS FROM [HEWL92A]

Role Group Major Responsibilities

Authentication Administrator auth Sets up and maintains user

accounts and parameters

Audit Administrator audit Runs and maintains the Audit
subsystem

System Administrator other Configures new versions of
the OS. Tunes system perfor-
mance. Initializes the file sys.

tern configuration

Subsystem Administrator mem, backup, Runs protected subsystems
cron, terminal,

Ip, tape

2. Subsystem Features

Administrative roles are implemented through the mechanism of subsystem

authorizations [HEWL92a]. A subsystem is defined by HP as a related collection of files,

devices, and commands that serve a particular function. The subsystem authorizations

allow the group which has access rights to the data in the subsystem to execute the

subsystem. The only way a user can access subsystem information is by running programs

in the subsystem [HEWL92a]. In Table 3, a list of the major subsystems are displayed

along with the authorization required to execute the subsystems and the functions that each

provide.

The chief rationale for providing subsystems is to enforce separation of

nie-hanisos as noted in [SALT751. When implemented correctly, one user can be

prevented from having complete control over all resources within the system.
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TABLE 3: PROTECTED SUBSYSTEMS FROM [HEWL92A]

Subsystem Authorization Function

Authentication auth Assigns authorization and clearanc-s to

users

Audit audit Maintains and analyzes output from the
system's auditing functions

System sysadmin Configures new versions of the operating
Administrator system and tunes the system

Memory mem Allows processes to read memory occu-
pied by the operating system

Backup backup Maintains and backs up the file system

Cron cron Handles the scheduling of jobs on a
delayed or periodic basis

Terminal terminal Controls terminal resources of the system

Line Printer Ip Controls the printer resources of the sys-
tem. Prints job requests made by users

Tape tape Controls the data import/export resources

of the system

3. Login/Logout

The HP-UX BLS operating system requires the user requesting access to the

system to enter his/her login name, password, and sensitivity level. This sensitivity label

must be equal to, or lower than the user's clearance (the highest level the user is cleared

for). The system then replies with the user's sensitivity level and the data (i.e, terminal ID)

and time of last successful and unsuccessful login attempts.

The system administrator may select to permit user-defined passwords or may

require the use of a random password generator. In addition, a password aging function can

be selected which will prompt the user when it is time to change his/her password. If the

password expires, then the user's account will be locked and the system administrator will

be required to re-enable the account (HEWL92cj.
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4. Authorization and Privileges

An authorization is a right associated with a user; a privilege is a right associated

with a process (or program) [HEWL92c]. HP-UX BLS implements kernel authorizations

which give users the right to call upon the operating system kernel. However, if the

program which calls the kernel does not possess the requisite privilege, then no action is

taken by the OS kernel. The system administrator grants rights (i.e., base privileges) to

users who are qualified by the security policy to receive them. In addition, the system

administrator must also assign the right (i.e., granted privilege) to the program. Any user

can attempt to run a program with an effective privilege set (the union of the base privileges

and granted privileges) assigned to it, but if that user does not posses the kernel

authorization in his own right then access will be denied.

The HP-UX BLS has one defined set of authorizations and four privilege sets.

See Table 4 below.

TABLE 4: PRIVILEGE SETS FROM [HEWL92A]

Privilege Sets Defined for Description

Kernel processes The set of rights for which a user is autho-
authorization rized. Trusted commands check a user's

kernel authorizations before enabling a
privilege.

Base privileges Processes Those privileges that are retained for all
programs a user executes.

Effective privileges Processes Privilege against which all operational
decisions are made.

Potential privileges Files The maximum set of privileges that the
process running the program is allowed to

ue.

Granted privileges Files The set of privileges that are automatically
added to the process's effective set when

the program is executed.
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The authorization set, although associated with a user, is stamped on all the

user's processes. The above sets restrict users and programs in the use of system calls, and

they create a mechanism which can be used to implement a policy of least privilege

[HEWL92a].

5. Protecting Files

Protecting files in HP-UX BLS is similar to the protections found in standard

UNIX, that is, the use of protection bits. (See "Protected Groups or Directories" on

page 26.) In addition, because it is necessary to restrict file access to the granularity of a

single user (which is not found in standard UNIX) to meet the Class B I assurance level,

access control lists (ACLs) are utilized in HP-UX BLS.

The ACLs are structured to provide three entries: user, group, and protection

specification [HEWL92c]. The use of a special character "*", called a wildcard, enables

general access to any user meeting the other requirements. Also, the protection

specification can use r (read), w (write), x (execute), all (for r, w, e), or null, none, or "---
"for no read, write, or execute. See Table 5 below for examples of how ACLs are used in

HP-UX BLS.

TABLE 5: ACL ENTRIES IN HP-UX BLS FROM [HEWL92C]

ACL Entry Explanation

<john.acct,r> John, when in group acet, has read access

<*.acct, r--> Any user, when in group aect, has read access

but is denied wrie or execute

gary.*,null> Gary, in any group, has no access permission
<*.progs,.> Any user in prop group is denied read access

<* i---> Any user in any group is denied access
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6. Mandatory Access Controls

Mandatory access controls (defined in Chapter II) are necessary for any system

which seeks a Class B I or higher assurance level. HP-UX BLS is designed to meet MAC

requirements by labeling subjects and objects in the system with sensitivity labels and

implementing a mandatory access control mechanism based on these sensitivity labels.

Only users with special high-level privileges (e.g., the system administrator) can change the

labels on some objects and this is done infrequently (this violates the tranquility property

of the Bell-LaPadula model.);a regular user with default privileges cannot change

labels.[HEWL92c]

The system administrator of the organization has the primary responsibility for

setting up the sensitivity levels within the system according to the security policy. During

installation, the system administrator sets the parameters within the MAC setup file (/etc/

policy/mand/bl/mandpolicy) to meet the requirements of the security policy. For

example, the administrator will set the maximum sensitivity of information stored in the

system at MACSYSHI, and the minimum sensitivity of information stored in the system

at MACSYSLO. The maximum number of security levels (classifications) and maximum

number of categories will also be set (default is 16 and 1024, respectively in HP-UX BLS).

The mandatory access controls allow subjects (processes) to read information at

their sensitivity level and below, and to write to objects at their same sensitivity level. Files

placed within directories cannot have a higher label than the directory since when a user

creates a file it is written to its home directory. In addition, the user's home directory is set

to at the lowest sensitivity level defined within the system (i.e., MACSYSLO).

The HP-UX BLS operating system maintains sensitivity labels for each subject

and object, and this label consists of a combination of two components: a classification and

a category set. A single classification is chosen from a hierarchical set of classifications

defined by the administrator. For example, in the military context, this set might consist of

TOP SECRET, SECRET, CONFIDENTIAL, and UNCLASSIFIED. The category set is



composed of zero or more nonhierarchical categories, which might include, (in military

context) NATO, CRYPTO, and NUCLEAR. [HEWL92a]

7. Import/Export

HP-UX BLS controls all data imported into and from the system. The import

medium is the magnetic tape or the floppy diskette; the export medium is the magnetic tape,

floppy diskette, or printout. All import or export media are labeled or unlabeled. Labeled

media are labeled with a sensitivity label that is recognized by the system (i.e., the system

is set up to accept the label). The unlabeled media usually have external stick-on labels (or

banner pages for a printout) that represent the sensitivity of the information on the medium.

All import/export devices are designated as either single-level or multilevel

devices. Single-level devices are associated with a single sensitivity level and all data

imported into or exported from the system is handled at that level. Multilevel devices can

determine the sensitivity labels associated with objects imported to or exported from the

system and then make the appropriate decisions to place the objects (i.e., files) in the correct

directory or disk drive. (In the case of printout, it will place the correct label on each page

of the printout by reading the file's label and then printing it on the respective page.) All

device information is placed in a security database for retrieval by the access control

mechanism.

&. Security Databases

HP-UX BLS requires the maintenance of several security databases to enforce

the mandated security policy. (See Table 6 below). The protected subsyster., access these

databases when needed to obtain information for determining access control. The system

administrator can change the parameters within the databases to suit the appropriate

security policy.

All the security databases in Table 6 ar self explanatory except for the System

Defaults database. This database stores default values for the Protected Password. Terminal

Control, and File Control databases. If the system administrator does no modify these three
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TABLE 6: SECURITY DATABASES FROM [HEWL92A]

Databases Contents

Protected Password Contains each user's authentication profile

System Defaults Default values for database fields

Terminal Control Contains security information about each terminal

File Control Contains protection attributes for each system file

Protected Subsystem Contains security information about each protected
subsystem

Device Assignment Contains device-specific controls

databases, then the system will operate with defaults for such items as subsystem and kernel

authorizations, password generation, and unsuccessful login attempts allowed per user or

per terminal.[HEWL92a] By default, no ACLs are associated with objects, but the normal

protection bits of UNIX still apply.

D. CONFIGURATION FOR DATABASE SUPPORT

Before a DBMS can be installed on an operating system a number of operating system

specific issues must be addressed, In the following sections, we present some specific

issues as they relate to HP-UX BLS and Oracle and HP-UX BLS and Informix.

1. Oracle Support

The Oracle utility, SQL*DBA, is used by the database administrator to set up the

necessary operating system specifics prior to DBMS installation, The SQL*DBA calls the

Bourne shell (comnmand interpreter) utility program of HP-UX BLS as a default. If the other

shell (i.e., C shell) is desired it can be specified. Both shells allow the DBA to call on the

services of the operating system.



a. Memory Space Allocation

Input and output of both HP-UX BLS and Trusted ORACLE are done in

units of storage called blocks. The size of Oracle blocks must be set by the DBA to enhance

performance of the DBMS. It is recommended that a block size of 2K bytes be utilized upon

initial installation. (The maximum Oracle block size is 8K).[ORAC92b]

b. Database and Log Files Size

The recommended database file size in Trusted ORACLE is 5 MB. A

minimum of two log files is required per database and 100K bytes of storage is

recommended for each file.[ORAC92b]

c. Filename Restrictions

Trusted ORACLE limits the length of some filenames to a maximum of 14

characters. [ORAC92b] This applies to HP-UX BLS file system when it does not have long

filenames enabled within the system.

d. Terminal Characteristics

Some Trusted ORACLE utility programs (i.e, SQL*Plus) use special

characters to call files which do not coincide with the characters found in HP-UX BLS. For

example, the "@" character in Oracle calls an indirect command file; whereas this same

character in HP-UX BLS is the line kill character default. This character should be

redefined in Trusted ORACLE to avoid unexpected results.[ORAC92b

2. Informix Support

Informix On-Line/Secure works with several secure operating systems, each of

which has a slightly different implementation. Informix treats specific operating systems

as if they are nmmbers of the following fantilies: System V MLS, OSF MLS, CMW, and

System V, version 4 ES. JINFO93bj HP-UX ULS belongs to the Compartmented Mode

Workstation (CMW) family.
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a. New UNIX Groups

The operating system administrator must set-up four new UNIX groups

before installing OnLine/Secure. They are ix-data, ix.dbsso, ixdbsa, and ixusers. The

ixdata group is used by the operating system root account only, and allows the root

account to maintain data within the database. The ixdbsso and ix.dbsa groups are utilized

by the database system security officer and the database system administrator respectively.

All users of the database must be members of the ixusers group before they can access

information within the database.[INFO93b]

b. Memory Space Allocation

The big decision for allocation of disk storage in Informix-OnLine/Secure

is the decision to use a raw device or a cooked file for storage. A raw device is an area of

disk that can be manipulated independently of the UNIX file system. A cooked file is a file

whose disk space is managed by the UNIX file system. [INFO93b] Informix recommends

the raw device option be used for storage because it enhances performance.

The page size for Informix-OnLine/Secure is machine dependent and fixed

[INFO93d]. Therefore, since the HP-UX BLS page size is 2K bytes, so is the Informix page

size. Even if the raw device option is used, a block size must still be specified for the

Informix database to permit data import and export.

c. Shared Memory

Informix-OnLine/Secure uses shared memory and semaphores to allow

different processes to share data and coordinate access to shared memory, respectively.

When installing the DBMS, a number of parameters must be specified so that the operating

system provides sufficient support for both shared memory and semaphores.

The shared memory parameter SHMMAX specifies the maximum size of

a shared-memory segment and the parameter SHMSEG specifies the maximum number of

segments a process can attach. Thus. given the needs of any specific us-, the calculation

SHMMAX SHMSEG should be adequate for the required implementation.



V. TRUSTED ORACLE ARCHITECTURE

This chapter and the one following explain the configuration of the DBMSs and the HP-

UX BLS operating system. Both systems can be configured in different ways, depending

upon the choices made by the persons installing the system.

A. BACKGROUND

Trusted ORACLE 7 is a Class B I security enhanced pa kage based on the standard

Oracle Relational Database Management System, Release 7.0. Therefore, the Trusted

ORACLE 7 package includes all the features, (functionality) of standard Oracle 7, along

with multilevel security.[DATA94b]

1. History

Trusted ORACLE 7 is a distributed server database, first released in 1992. It

includes all the functionality found in the standard Oracle 6 (its predecessor), plus a number

of new features including a multi-threaded server, query optimizer, row-level locking, and

role-based security. [DATA94b]

2. Platforms Supported

Standard ORACLE 7 an.be ins a!led 'on more than 88 different computing

platforms [DATA94b]. However, Thisted ORACLE 7 is supported on only the DEC

SEVMS and Hewlett-Pikard's HPAuX BLS ograting'systems. Ultimately, the DBMS

will be ported to a wide range? of secmUre UNIX, and proprietary plaforms, i-iuding

Comparrnented Mode Worksta~ions, as fdiw beccine available. from hardware and

operating systen veidors (EIRS9 I.
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B. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

Trusted ORACLE 7 is a client/server architecture and can be configured in two basic

modes: DBMS MAC mode and OS MAC mode. The following sections briefly discuss

each DBMS mode.

1. DBMS MAC Mode

In the DBMS MAC mode database, only one database is created and this

database contains multilevel data. This is in contrast to the OS MAC mode where multiple

databases are created, one for each sensitivity level. (See "OS Mac Mode" on page 61.) In

DBMS MAC mode, mandatory access control decisions are made in both the DBMS

software layer and the operating system layer depending upon the object in question (e.g.,

file objects are controlled by the operating system, and database objects, such as tables and

views are controlled by the DBMS). To accomplish the use of mandatory access controls,

Trusted ORACLE 7 runs with special privileges that allow it to selectively bypass

operativg system security mechanisms [ORAC92a]. This makes DBMS MAC mode,

according to Oracle, a trusted subject architecture (ORAC92a].

Figure II below, shows the DBMS MAC mode database and how .each user,

regardlc 3 of sensitivity level, connects to the database. The instance of the database (i.e.,

memory structures and processes running) is always labeled at the highest label in. the

daLtabase. Lowet lIaI uars can connect to the database through this instance.
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Figure II: DBMS MAC Mode Database from [ORAC92a]

The DBMS MAC mode will be the mode that we investigate and analyze since

it represents a multilevel database in which mandatory access control po 'l.y is enforced by

the DBMS.

2. OS Mac Mode

In OS MAC mode, multiple, distinct, single-level databases are created, ooe for

each sensitivity label. All mandatory access is mediated by the operating system on the

'Operating system objects (i.e.. files) in accordance with the overall security policy. Trusted

ORACLE completely relies on the operaing system to control access by Trusted ORACLE

uers to Trusted ORACLE objects. Multilevel tables can be creatcd in OS MAC mode even.

though a single. physical table canot contain rows of more than one label. A logical

"ovultilevel" table can by created by identicaly narued tabies at each sensitivity label, each

wit, identical attributes. Figure 12 below. demonstrates how a nwltilevel database system
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is built using OS MAC mode. Note that three databases are necessary to represent a

multilevel system with only three sensitivity labels. Because many separate databases are

needed to represent many labels, one would use the OS MAC mode only when a small

number of sensitivity levels are needed [ORAC92a].

Tuly Sensitive Senaftive Unclassola d
User User User

Processes Processes Processes

Figure 12: OS MAC Mode Database from [ORAC9ga]

C. DATABASE STRUCTURES

The DBMS MAC mode database is similar to the standard Oracle 7 database. The

logical structure is determined by one or more tablespaces and the databases' schema

objects IORAC92a]. The physical structure is determined by the operating system files

which make up the database. All Trusted ORACLE databases are comprised of three types

of files: one or more data files, two or more redo files, and one or more control files.
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1. Physical Storage Structures

The following sections briefly describe the physical structures of an Oracle

database.

a. Disk Organization

Trusted ORACLE can be set up to utilize raw disk devices. A raw disk

device, or raw disk partition, is a hardware device that is supported by a character device

driver. A character device driver accesses the raw device through special files that are in

the /dev/rdk directory. These devices are not buffered by the HP-UX BLS kernel; data is

transferred directly between the user's buffers and the device. Raw devices allow I/O

directly between the disk where the data is stored and the System Globa! Area of the

Trusted ORACLE server. The overhead of the HP-UX BLS read ahead and file system is

avoided, thus performance is enhanced because data is stored together on the raw device.

b. Files

The data files are the files which contain the actual database data. Database

schema objects (i.e., tables, clusters, indexes) are physically stored in the data files

allocated to the database. A data file cannot change in size once created, therefore as a

database grows in size, new data files are added to accommodate the database.

Tnere are two or more redo files for every Oracle database. This set of redo

files is known collectively as the "redo log." The redo log's primary purpose is to record

ali changes to the database. The information in the redo files is used only to recover the

database from a system failure when the data has not been written to the data files.

One control file exists for every Oracle database. Its primary purpose is to

record the physical structure of the database, such as the database name, the names and

locations of the database's data files and redo files, and the time stamp of database creatio.



c. Memory Structures

A process is a job or task that works within the memory of the computer.

(A process is a subject as defined in Chapter 11 .) Figure 13 below, shows the important

memory structures and processes in Oracle. The important structure to recognize is the

";ystem global area" or SGA. The SGA is allocated anythne the database is started up, and

the data within it is shared among the users currently connected to the database. The

database buffers (i.e., database buffer cache) within the SGA, store the most recently used

blocks of data; the redo log buffer stores the redo entries before they are written to the redo

log files stored on disk. There is only one SGA per database instance.

-, Imm
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Figure 13: Menmy Structures and 1rtiesses frm [ORAC92c]

The Oracle RDBMS creates a number of daemon processes (background

procvsses) for each database inst, ce. These background processes performn certain
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functions such as reads and writes to the database files (i.e., DBWR-Database Writer, and

LGWR-Log Writer) and other needed checks and locks.

We have not ascertained from available documentation, what sensitivity

level the daemons processes run at, or even if they have a sensitivity label at all. Other

information (other than the Trusted ORACLE User's Guide and technical overviews)

would have to be obtained to find the answers to this question.

d Blocks, Extents, and Segments

The operating system file system has a specific number of bytes which

make up an operating system block. In HP-UX, the block size is usually 2K bytes (2048

bytes). The Oracle database also recognizes, at its highest granularity level of storage, a

data block (or page). Oracle allocates all its database space in blocks. This database block

can be equal to the operating system block, or a multiple of it (e.g., a database block could

be 2K or 4K bytes).

At the next level of storage is the "extent." An extent is a specific number

of contiguous data blocks that are allocated for storing a specific type of information

(ORAC92cJ. For example, if more space is needed to store Oracle data files, then a data

extent will be allocated for that data. If more space is needed for control information, then

a control extent will be allocated.

The highest level of logical database storage is tie segment. A segment is

a set of extents which stores a specific type of data structure, such as a database table's data.

The relationship between these three database spaces is shown in 14, below.
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Figure 15: Logical Structures from [ORAC92c]

b. Schema Objects

Most schema objects such as tables, clusters, and indexes are stored within

a tablespace. The data for a table is stored in one or more of the tablespace's data files. A

cluster is an optional way of storing table data; it groups the tables that share the same data

blocks together. This is because some tables share the same columns of identical data and

are often used together. Clusters are used prinarily to reduce /0 and to reduce the tuount

of storage space needed by storing redundant data only once.

A view is a tailor-made presentation of one or more tables and it is not

stored within the tablespace or any other storage space. The only thing stored in a view is

the view query or definition. When a view is invoked, it.dynamically queries the

appropriate tables stored in the database and then presents the data queried in a table-like

format (A view is often called a "virtual table.")
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D. SECURITY ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS

As previously stated, Trusted ORACLE 7 is a security-enhanced package of Standard

Oracle 7 which has been designed to meet a Class B 1 assurance level. In the following

sections, we will briefly describe of few of the major security enhancements made to

standard Oracle 7 to make it a Trusted ORACLE 7 - Class B 1 complaint package.

1. Policy and Access Controls

The enforcement of discretionary access controls in Trusted ORACLE 7 is

identical to those found in the standard Oracle 7 package (ORAC92a]. When user accounts

are created in Oracle, no privileges are given to them by default. (This default rule of no

access is consistent with the findings of Saltzer and Schroeder [SALT75].) The system

administrator is responsible for giving the new users of the database what privileges they

need based on their clearances, jobs, and the security policy being enforced.

Trusted ORACLE 7 has been designed to provide mandatory access controls,

mediating access of labeled subjects to labeled objects. The MAC policy is an extended

version of the Bell-LaPadula Model as discussed in Chapter 11 .The chief difference is that

the Trusted ORACLE 7 policy does not allow a lower-level subject so write-up to a higher

level object. Instead, a subject can only write to an object that has an equal label (i.e., the

user's label must match that of the objeCt.)

In Trusted ORACLE a MAC label consists of four components: sensitivity,

integrity, information, and additional OS specific. However, most secure Class B I

operating systems do not support all these components (HP-UX BLS supports only the

sensitivity component). The sensitivity component is made up of a single classification

(i.e., sensitivity level) and zero or more categories. These classifications and categories are

identical to those found in the underlying operating system.

Within the operating system. a label is a binary string. However, this binary

string can be mapped to a numeric string or a character string to make wading the label

easier. Trusted ORACLE supports a numeric format, and short and long character fonnats,
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which are used to make labels human-readable. An example of a numeric might be 100:1,

where 100 is the sensitivity level and I is the category. A short character format might be

TS:A and a long format might be TOP SECRET:NATO. (More will be said about the

Informix MAC features in the subsequent chapters.)

2. Privileges and Roles

A privilege in Oracle is a right to execute a particular type of SQL statement.

Oracle divides privileges into distinct categories: system privileges, object privileges and

MAC privileges (in Trusted ORACLE 7 DBMS MAC mode only.) System privileges allow

users to perform particular system-wide functions, such as connecting to the database.

Object privileges allow users to perform a specific action on a specific object, such as delete

a row on the EMPLOYEE table. MAC privileges allow users to perform operations that

circumvent MAC policy, such as reading higher level data.

Each MAC privilege corresponds to a similar privilege in the underlying

operating system, A user with granted MAC privileges in Trusted ORACLE cannot execute

the command successfully unless the corresponding privilege has been granted in the

operating system[ORAC92al.

The three MAC privileges in Trusted ORACLE 7 DBMS MAC mode along with

the needed.HP-UX BLS privileges are shown in Table 7, below.

TABLE 7: MAC PRIVILEGES IN DBMS MAC MODE (ORAL'92B-

MAC Privilege HP.UX Privilege Function
WRITEDOWN downgrade or Allows users to perform write operations

allowmacaccess on data at a lower label.

WRITEUP writeupelearance, Allows users to perform write operations
writeupsyshi, or on data at a higher label.
allowmacaccess

READI JP allowmace.s Allows a user to perform read operations
on data at a higher label.
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The DBA grants MAC privileges to those individuals or roles which require

their use. The MAC privileges do not override the operating system clearance defined on

each user's account, but instead operates within that clearance. For example, a user with

the READUP MAC privilege, can only read higher levels of information up to his/her OS

clearance level.

3. Auditing

Trusted ORACLE allows the DBA to audit specific database objects, operations,

users, and privileges [ORAC92a]. Two additional audits are recommended in DBMS MAC

mode: covert channel auditing and MAC privileged operations auditing, for example when

data is upgraded and downgraded. Auditing records in DBMS MAC mode can be sent to

the database or the operating system audit trail [ORAC92ai,
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VI. INFORMIX-ONLINE/SECURE ARCHITECTURE

This chapter explains the configuration of the Informix DBMS. This chapter is our

effort to explain the Informix DBMS structure so as to better prepare the reader for the

subsequent comparative analysis of MAC policy enforcement.

A. BACKGROUND

Informix-OnLine/Secure is a multilevel secure relational database management

system (RDBMS) for secure UNIX and compartmented mode workstation (CMW)

platforms. OnLine/Secure comes in two different versions: B I and C2. For the purposes of

our comparative analysis, we only analyzed the B I configuration.

1. History

Informix Software, Inc., is a subsidiary of Informix Corp.. with corporate

headquarters in Menlo Park, California. In September 1993, Informix's OnLine/Secure

became the first database to meet Class B I and Class C2 sec-urity levels, as specified by the

NCSC (even though Final Evaluation Reports have yet to be made public as of this
~wriung)

2. Pkatfurm Suppo"wt

lnformiix On-ilne/Secure is available for Hewlctt-Packard HP 9000 secure

system, Swn Microsy, tni' Sun CMW secr.- system, SCO, Digital Equipment, Sun

SPARC. and Zenith (DATA94bj"

8. CONC:EP~tOOPERATIONS

inforn~x-OiLn'e/S cUre opera on a clietlerver model, where the client front end

op.rat" as a SOPaat process from the sevr's badend poct s The two pro sss



communicate via some form of interprocess communication (depending upon the

platform).

Informix OnLine/Secure 5.0 implements multilevel rows within each database table.

Each data record (e.g., row of a database table) is associated with the security level of the

user who created or modified it most recently. Security clearances for users are defined by

the operating system security officer when the users' accounts are created. Users determine

their session level when they log into the operating system. This session level is dominated

by the user's clearance. An individual user is only allowed to see or modify data which his/

her session level dominates, unless special MAC privileges (called discrete privileges), are

granted to the user. (See Chapter II for definition of dominates.)

In Figure 16 below, the basic architecture of the Informix-OnLine/Secure RDBMS is

shown. Rows within their respective tables (i.e., Contracts Table) are segregated by their

security classifications. For each table accounting information is maintained for all the

security labels attached to each row within the table. All row data is placed in a logical

storage space, called a bundlespace, as will be discussed shortly in the following sections.

The raw devices used by Informix-OnLine/Secure and the shared memory buffer

cache appear to the UNIX operating systemi as single-level entities. However, the On~ine/

Secure database treats then s multilevel storage. The RDBMS kernel is the entity which

directly accesses the database raw devices and buffer cache. The database kernel is trusted

to naintain the separation of objects at different security levels. All access to the database

devices by the kernel uses the securt UNIX read. write, and seek functions. [INFO93a]
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C. DATABASE STRUCTURES

Informix OnLine/Secure h addit'onal stures and. features relative to die standaid'

Infortnix-On~ine RDBMS server. Thene new system capbifities are designed'to nuet the.

Class 31 assurance level of the TCSEC (INR)03cJ.

1. Physical Storage Structures

The following secdos briefly describe th- physical smitures of the Informix.

On~in/eLure daw base.

a. DikOrgankizaivi.

'Me tnfortix-OnLineSec.ure databas smrer 6. desgned. to pcooi itM

own disk management [INFO93d]. Raw devices uze identified, (by Us~ing a UNIX utility),

tocbeused in te stoe of adaabweda ad system Catalog.w d evic'are Us ly
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phy sical devices, such as disk drives (or a partition of disk drive), and are carefully

managed by the database server to enhance performance. (All raw-devices for Informix are

owned by the OS roor account, with group ownership of ix data, a special group necessary

in Informix.) Initial storage space on these r-;w devices must be set aside prior to actually

being used'by the database server. To the greatest extent possible, OnLine/Secure bypasses

the UNIX file system and works directly with the raw disk spacej INPO9.3d]

b. Shared Memory

Informix OnLine/Secure uses shared memory to hold database records

(pages) in data buffers and to, track information such as locks,&cv users, and open tables

[ INFOV3aI. With shared meniory. all programs. (i.e., processes) that use the database at. cs;

the same area of memory. (See Figure 17 below.)

WIM
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Shared memory is advantageous for several reasons, including the

elimination of buffers fnr every piocess, (all database buffers are pooled), thus reducing

disk 1/O. Buffers are not reread, because only the most recent data page is in memory. and

concurrency is enhanced because data is already in memory.

Logical logs record all the changes to the database since the last backup of

data was made. The logical log buffers within the shared memory area are used to

temporarily hold data before it is written to the logical log disks. The physical log buffers

hold a copy of a database page on the disk before the page is changed. These "before-

images" allow the system to reconstruct the state of the disk at the time of the last

chet kpoint (i.e., points in time when the database server knows all databases are consistent)

before the system failure occurred.

Disk mirroring is the process of creating a mirror image of (kata in the

database. This mirroring procem requires the use of a pitwary database disk and a mirror

disk. Database mirrors are optional in Informix-OnLi /Secure and are utilized for high

availability.

c. Chunks, Pages, and Exkns

The basic unit of storage in On-UhWSecure is the "chunk.,A chunk is a

unit of disk storage that has been dedicated to the Informix RDBMS server. Chunks can be

either raw devices, pans of raw devices (i.c., partitions), or files under the UNIX operating
systen.

The page is the hasic unit of disk I/0 in the Informix database server. All

space in every chunk is divided into pages and 1/0 is done in units of whole pages. The size

of the page is the saae in al chunks used for tables and is set the DBMS is installed.

Informix OnLfne/Secure allocates disk space on the raw devices in units

called "extents." Each extett is a block of physically contiguous pages from the space

designated to contain the database. When database users add tows to a table, or new tables,
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and more space is required, an extent is allocated from the pool of available memory space

by the DBMS for the new data.

The relationship of pages, extents, and chunks appear to be identical to

those physical structures in Trusted Oracle (See Chapter V.) Chunks are made up of

extents, which are added dynamically when more space is needed for data. All extents and

chunks are in increments of database pages.

2. Logical Storage Structures

The following sections briefly describe the logical structures of an Informix-

OnLine/Secure database.

a. Dbspace

When a database is created by the DBA or a standard user (i.e., SQL

statement - CREATE DATABASE), it resides in a memory space called the dbspace. The

dbspace is made of one or more chunks.

The root dbspace is always created first and must always exist because it

holds the control information for other chunks that comprise the dbspace. The creator of a

database can specify which dbspace to place the new database in; if no dbspace is specified,

then a database is placed in the root dbspace.

b. Bundlespaces

The bundlespace was created by Informix specifically to accormmodate

multilevel data rows. All disk space (i.e., chunks) allocated to a specific table is accounted

for in a bundlespace for that table. The bundiespace does not contain data and is used only

for accounting purposes; it holds information about the individual tblespaces which hold

all the data for the table. Bundlespaces do not contain security labels.

c, Tblspaces

There is a separate tblspace for each unique sensitivity level in the table. A

tblspace holds all pages allocated to data (the rows) at one sensitivity level for a table, and
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only pages at that level. If the table contained rows with three different sensitivity levels,

there would be one bundlespace and three tblspaces for that table.[INFO93a] (See Figure

18 below.)

bundlmc

Top Secret

Top SecretTalIII
User L-H sce

Unclassified

Unclassified OnUne/Secure
User Trusted Computing Base

Figure 18: Tblspaces and bundlespaces [INF093a]

In addition to data pages (which represent the data held in the rows of the

table), the tblspaces also contain pages for indexes. Binary large object (blob) column

pages are also found in the tblspace, even though the actual blob data is contained in a

blobspace (which is similar to a tblspace, except it holds only special blob data types, see

below.) [INFO93dJ

Blobs are data storage objects that have no maximum size, except for the

limitations of the computer, (usually 231 bytes). Blob data types in Informix-OnLine/

Secure are TEXT and BYTE. The TEXT data type is used for storing ASCII data, and the

BYTE data type is used for any type of binary data.[IFO93b]

d. Schema Objects

Schema objects in Informix-OnLine/Secure include databases, tables,

rows, blobs, views, synonyms, indexes, contraints, and stored procedures. As previously
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mentioned, tables and indexes (i.e., pages in their physical fofm) reside in tblspaces, which

in turn reside in a dbspace. A table resides completely in one dbspace; if no dbspace is

specified, the table resides in the dbspace where the database resides.

The schema object receives the same sensitivity label as the subject that

created it. The label stays with the object throughout its life in the system, and only the

database system security officer (DBSSO) can change it.[INFO93c]

D. SECURITY ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS

Informix-OnLine/Secure has been designed to meet a B I security assurance level. In

the following sections, we will briefly describe a few of the major security features found

in OnLine/Secure 5.0.

1. Policy and Access Controls

The discretionary access controls available in Informix-OnLine/Secure are the

same as those found in Informix-OnLine. T he DAC mechanisms give the owner of an

object the ability to specify (using the SQL statements GRANT and REVOKE) which users

can and cannot access data that he/she controls.

The mandatory access control policy of Informix-OnLine/Secure is an extended

version of the Bell-LaPadula model, MAC breaks down into three simple rules: subjects

can read only objects that they dominate, subjects can write only to objects at their security

level, and object security levels do not change (except when the DBSSO changes them.)

[INFO93c] (Chapters IX, X, and XI will explain the MAC policy further.)

Sensitivity labels in Informix-OnLine/Secure are composed of a hierarchical

component and zero or more categories. These labels are the same set of sensitivity labels

used in the underlying operating system. Advisory labels are sensitivity labels that are

maintained by the non-mandatory TCB for convenience of the user. Therefore, if a database

user request the sensitivity level of a database object (such as a row), the label returned to

the user is an advisory label, not a sensitivity label.[INFO93c]
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Sensitivity labels in Informix-OnLine/Secure are represented in four different

formats: external, canonical (for System V MLS operating system only), internal, and tag.

The external format is a human-readable label such as TOP SECRET:NATO; the internal

format is a binary representation. (The canonical format is not used in the HP-UX BLS

operating system.) The tag format is a 32 bit integer and is used extensively in the many

operations performed on labels, such as label equality and label dominance. A tag is

mapped to a human-readable label before exporting the sensitivity label to an output device

such as a terminal or line printer, or it may be retrieved by a database user in the tag format.

2. Privileges

Privileges are used in Informix-OnLine/Secure to enforce discretionary access

controls. There are three types of DAC privileges in Informix: database privileges, table

privileges, and procedure privileges. All privileges are stored in the system catalog tables

and any user with the "Connect" database privilege can query the system catalog tables to

find out what privileges have been granted and to whom (assuming that this user's session

sensitivity level dominates the information in the databases and system tables.) [INFO93c]

Database privileges from lowest to highest are C (Connect privilege), R

(Resource privilege), and D (Database Administrator privilege). The Database

Administrator privilege is not the same as the Database System Administrator (DBSA)

privilege, which is given only to the database administrator, The Database Administrator

privilege as mentioned here, allows users to execute the DROP DATABASE (i.e., remove

a database from the system) and create DATABASE (i.e., establish a new database in the

system) statements.

Eight privileges are applied to tables, which give non-owners the privileges of

the owner. Table 8, below, desciibes each table privilege. A "-" indicates that a user does

not possess the privilege; a capital letter, such as "S" allows the user to GRANT the

privilege to another user; a small letter "s" does not.
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TABLE 8: TABLE PRIVILEGES IN INFORMIX

Privilege Symbol Description

Select s or S Allows selection, including selecting tem-
porary tables

Insert i or I Allows users to add new rows

Update u or U Allows users to alter existing rows

Delete d or D Allows users to delete rows

Index i or I Allows the user to create and alter indexes
on the table

Alter a or A Allows users to add and drop columns;
reset starting points for SERIAL columns

References r or R Allows users to specify referential con-
straints on a table

Column * Qualifies the Select, Update, and Refer-
ences privileges with the names of specific

columns; allows specific access to those
specific columns

The "*" in the Column privilege allows an owner of a table to grant another user

the ability to read or update a specific column, while not reading or updating another

column, within the same table.

The only procedure privilege is the Execute privilege, which allows the holder

of this privilege to execute a previously defined procedure. When a procedure is created,

only the owner can execute it; he/she must grant specific users the Execute privilege before

they can use it.

Discrete privileges are used in Informix-OnLine/Secure to provide functions

which do not adhere to the database security policy. These privileges allow users the ability

to perform database operations that would otherwise be disallowed by the Informix-
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OnLine/Secure MAC or DAC policies. [INFO93c] Discrete privileges allowed in

Informix-OnLine/Secure are shown in Table 9.

TABLE 9: DISCRETE PRIVILEGES IN INFORMIX-ONLINE/SECURE

Privilege Description

PRIVCANSETLEVEL Allows the user the ability to alter the session
security level at which database operations occur

PRIVCANSETIDENTITY Allows the user the ability to alter the user name
under which database operations are performed

The PRIVCANSETLEVEL privilege enables a database user to successfully

execute the SET SESSION LEVEL statement, thus effectively changing the session

sensitivity level of the user. The PRIVCANSETIDENTITY privilege enables the SET

SESSION AUTHORIZATION statement so that a user can adopt the user name of any

non-administrative user. (We will expound on these two privileges later in subsequent

chapters.)

3. Auditing

The auditing records produced by Informix-OnLine/Secure events are stored in

the operating system audit records only. All use of discrete privileges is audited in

Informix-OnLine/Secure as well as all DBSSO actions, initiation of the database system

administrator utilities, and each initiation of a new OnLine/Secure session. [INFO93b]

4. Secure Administration Front End

The DBSSO performs most of the security-related maintenance tasks using the

secure administrator front end (SAFE). All auditing masks, MAC sensitivity labeling of

objects, DAC privilege changes, and granting and revoking discrete privileges are done at

the SAFE console. The SAFE provides an interface to the TCB and is part of the TCB. Only

the DBSSO is allowed to perform operations at the SAFE.
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VII. SECURITY ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

This chapter discusses the rationale for choosing only certain TCSEC criteria to map

to the DBMS implementations and gives a detailed decomposition of the chosen criteria.

The mapping methodology below, (See Figure 19) presents the overall methodology

used to analyze the respective DBMS products. The TCSEC requirements are central to the

analysis, and are located in the upper left hand corner. To the right of the TCSEC box is the

Interpretations box; Interpretations would apply to any of the three primary interpretations

that have been issued by the NCSC subsequent to the original release of the TCSEC

military standard in 1985 (e.g., the TNI, CSSI 5, and the TDI). In our case, the TDI is the

appropriate interpretation to be utilized. To the right of the Interpretations box is the

Technical Manuals' box for each respective product. Actually, this box refers to any public

documents that a prospective buyer could acquire prior to actually buying the software.

TCSEC 64-.--NTERPRETA-, -.. TECHNICALI

F 19 MaIO N S _ g 
M A N Uth 

d l g

PECOMPOSE ._ TDiI, .T.'ECHNICALI
CRITERIA F , I- - MANUALS

IRITERIA  D

ITERPRE. -J T! -. TE NIAMANUALS

Figure 19: Mapping Methodology

5. CSSI -Computer Security Subsystem Interpretation of the Trusted Computer System Evaluation
Criteria. NCSC-TG-0()9. Version. 1, iuued Septembe 16. 1988.
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The next level is basically a repeat of the upper level, except that the TCSEC

requirements have been decomposed into more granular requirements. This allows more

detailed analysis and a better understanding of what the overall criteria is trying to relay.

Likewise, if substantive interpretations existed within the TDI, they to would be

decomposed. However, as the present TDI exists, no substantive decomposition could be

made.

The lowest level represents the decomposed criteria with individual "line item"

interpretations thrown in. These "line item" interpretations are issued from time to time by

the NCSC and published in the "Announce forum" of the Dockmaster bulletin board. We

have only incorporated "line item" interpretations through September 1993, the time that

the first DBMS (Informix-OnLine/Secure) completed substantive evaluation by NCSC.

These interpretations are summaries and where found in INFOSEC Handbook: An

Information System Security Reference Guide [ARCA93]. More recent interpretations

would have to be accessed via the Dockmaster Announce forum.

Based on this simple methodology our analysis was conducted. Once both products are

matched against the decomposed criteria and "line item" interpretations, they will be

compared. The comparison of DBMS products is found in Chapter X.

A. TCSEC CRITERIA CHOSEN AND WHY

Informix-OnLine/Secure 5.0 and Trusted Oracle 7.0 have both completed NCSC

evaluation for Class B I - Labeled Protection. The TCSEC Class BI assurance level was

discussed briefly in Chapter II, and will not be further expanded upon here. However, it

should be noted, that the Class B I level of assurance is characterized chiefly by the

requirements for labels on some subjects and objects, a suitable MAC policy, and a

mandatory access control mechanism implemented to enforce access by these labeled

subjects to objects. Other new requirements do exist, such as design specification and

verification, and security testing. However, we have characterized Class B I assurance

(labeled protection) as chiefly the implementation of a mandatory access control
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mechanism against some labeled subjects and objects. The assurance provided at Class B I

is not significantly improved over that found in Class C2. Because of this reasoning and to

focus this analysis, only the TCSEC Class B I requirements for labels and mandatory access

controls will be mapped to the respective implementations of Trusted Oracle and Informix

On-Line/Secure.

B. CLASS BI REQUIREMENTS DECOMPOSITION/SUMMARY

The following TCSEC Class B I decomposed requirements have been extracted from

the INFOSEC Handbook [ARCA93J and will be utilized to map the security features found

within each product's DBA user's manual (and other relevant documents) to the overall

requirement found within the Orange Book. The tables presented after each TCSEC

decomposition is a summary of where the respective decomposed criteria were found. The

following symbols are used in the tables:

* D - if the requirement was met "significantly" in the DBMS TCB component
* OS - if the requirement was met "significantly" in the HP-UX BLS TCB
component
* B - if an "equal" combination of both the DBMS TCB component and the HP-UX
BLS TCB component contributed to meeting the requirement
9 U - users of the system are required to enforce this requirement
# NA - requirement does not apply
• NM - the requirement was not met in either the DBMS component or the OS
component
* "*"- (asterisk) will be used if a TCB component exceeds the Class I I requirement

A full discussion on the reasons for arriving at these symbols are found under their

respective requirements in Chapter VIIi for Trusted Oracle and Chapter IX for Informix-

OnLine/Secure.
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I. Key to Understanding Decomposed Statement Notation

The following table (See Table 10, below) constructed from IARCA93],

explains the notation used in the decomposed Class B I criteria.

TABLE 10: DECOMPOSED CRITERIA NOTATION

Notation Explanation

Text in braces replaces original TCSEC text, often done to
replace a pronoun with its reference.

[1 Text in brackets is repeated from a previous criterion or is new
text included for clarity.

... Ellipses show were TCSEC text is omitted, typically done
when a single TCSEC sentence divides into multiple criteria.

Italics Italicized text denotes a TCSEC interpretation. Each of these
criterion is followed by an interpretation number that gener-

ated it.

The TCSEC criteria interpretation suniaries (in italics) are included adjacent

to the specific criterion they affect. The NSA, over the years, has rade a number of criteria

interpretations (including discussion of alternate approaches. rationale, and presentation of

the selected approach). The TCSEC criteria interpretations are independently numbered,

with the assurance class, type interpretation, and the date the interpretation was published.

For example, the LAB.i1 is referenced by Cl-CI-03-89, which means that this

interpretation starts at Class CI. is a criteria interpretation (CI), and was issued by NCSC

in March 1989.

2. Labels

Labels arc attributes associated with some subjects and objects in a Class B I

multilevel semwe DBMS. These attributes represent the sensitivity or classification level of

tite subjects and the objects. The TCB is required to maintain these attributes for use by the

access mediation inechalism.
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Subjects are proce.,s-domain pairs. Daemon (background) subjects are

maintained within the respective database server and operating system TCB components;

each TCB component maintains its own set of daemon subjects. We will not analyze

daemon subjects further due to a lack of appropriate documentation.

LAB. I - Sensitivity labels associated with each subject.. under its control (e.g.,

process...) shall be maintained by the TCB.

LAB.2 - (Sensitivity labels associated with each]... storage object [under its

control] (e.g.... file, segment, device) (shall be maintained by the TCBi.

LAB.i I - Public objects shall be implicitly labeled with the minimum label in the

system. (CI-CI-03-89)

LAB.3 - (Sensitivity) levels shall be used as the basis for mandatory access

control decisions.

LAB.4 - In order to import non-labeled data, the TCB shall request and receive

from an authorized user the security level of the data...

LAB.5 - [In order to import non-labeled data, the TCB shall request and receive

from an authorized user the security level of the data,I and all si-ch actions shall be

auditable by the TCB.

TABLE II: LABELS SUMMARY

Trusted Orale Platform Informix Platform

Requirement Oracle DBMS HP-UX OS Informix DBMS HP-UX OS

LAB, I B B NA OS

LAB.2 B B B B

LABil B B B B

LAB.3 B B B B

LAB.4 NA U U NA

LAB.5 NM OS NM OS
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3. Label Integrity

Label integrity is concerned chiefly with maintaining the correct label on the

respective subjects and objects, and ensuring that the TCB protects these labels from

modification.

LI. I - Sensitivity labels shall accurately represent security levels of the specific

subjects or objects with which they are associated.

LI.2 - When exported by the TCB, sensitivity labels shall accurately and

unambiguously represent the internal labels...

LI.3 - [When exported by the TCB, sensitivity labels]... shall be associated with

the information being exported.

TABLE 12: LABEL INTEGRITY SUMMARY

Trusted Oracle Platform Informix Platform

Rquirement Oracle DBMS HP-UX OS Informix DBMS HP-UX OS

LI.I B B B B

. B B D NA

LI.3 B B D -NA

4. Exportation of Labeled Information

From the TCB perspective, the exportation of labeled objects must maintain the

integrity of the sensitivity label of the data with the I/O device which receives or transpotts

the data out of the database.

EL I - The TCB "shall designate each conmunication channel and I/O device as

either single-level or multilevel.

EL2 - Any change in Ithe single-level or multilevel) designation lof a

coamnunication channel) shall be done manually...

EL.3 - (Any change in Ithe single-level or multilevel) designation (of a

conununication chancl I Ishall be auditable by the 'WB.
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EL4 - The TCB shall maintain.., any change in the security level or levels

associated with a communication channel or I/O device.

EL.5 - [The TCB shall].... be able to audit [any change in the security level or

levels associated with a communication channel or 1/0 device.]

EL.i I - Level changes on single level communications channels and 1/0 devices

shall be auditable. Level changes on multilevel communication channels and I1/0 devices

are not required to k auditable. CI-CI-01-88)

TABLE 13: EXPORTATION OF LABELED INFORMATION SUMMARY

Trusted Oracle-Platform Informix Platform

Requirement Oracle DBMS HP-UX OS Informix DBMS HP-UX OS

EL.I NM OS NM OS

EL,2 NM OS NM OS

EL,3 NM OS NM OS
.L.4 NM OS NM OS

EL5 NM 0S NM OS

.tLil NM OS NM OS

S. klp loa to Multlevel Devies -

Multilevel data mua be exported Io a multilevl device and the labels awadatle

with the data mast be owrectly tran-ported to tde new owiditw on which the data will be
.stoted. The t~w labeled data on the inediwn should ofespond with the data as it was
-tt. :h~r, ".oedd

labekd in the TCB.

EM.) - When the TCB exports an object to a multilevel ./0 device, die

. nsitivity label associated with that object shall Ialso be exported...

i2 lWhen the TCB exports an object to a muitilevel 1/0 device. the

sensitivity label associated with that objectI... .dll residc on the somei physical medium as

the exported info"mation....
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EM.i I -Mulitilevel tape systems are not required to store an object's sentsitivity

label on the same tape as the object as long as this label can be associated with the object

in a trusted manuer. (C1 -C1-05-84)

EM.3 - [When the TCB exports an object to a multilevel WO device, the

sensitivity label associated with that object shall also be exported]... in the same form (i.e..

nachine-readable or human-readable form).

EM.4 - When the TCB export.-.-:an objeft over a multilevel ,.omnunication

channel, the protocol used on that channel shall providd for .the unambiguous pairing

between the sensitivity labels and tbhc a;ziatcd information that is sent,.

EMI5 - 1W i the TCB]... imports far object over a multilevel communication

,, the pftool used on that-ihar" shall provide for the unambiguous pairing

WWWO the nfsitiity labds and the asswined information that is]... received.

TA,A1..14: EXPORTATION TO MULTILEVEL DEVICES SUMMARY

Trwed Orak Plf0m Informix Platform

Requ-tmint Oracle DBMS HP-UX OS lnformix DBMS HP-UX OS

EM.2 NM. S D NM

EMtl1 U U U U

EM.3 NM OS B a

"_4 NM 0S NM uS

NM S NM OS

6. Expudatin to Single.Levd Devimes

The TCH must d.atarn- .-igle-levd dta exported to singlelevol dovics by

" electing the output device's ,iistivity level based on the infonaition being expoed or

ituported. If daita being exported or importd is SECRET, thn th device chosen for dth

input/oUtput should also be SECRET.



ES. I - Single-level I/O devices and single -level communication channels are

not required to maintain the sensitivity labels of the information they process.

ES.2 -... tne TCB shell include a mechanism by which the TCB and an

authorized user reliably communicate to designate the single security level of information

imported... via single level communication channels or 1/O devices.

ES.3 -...[the TCB shall include a mechanism by which the TCB and an

authorized user reliably communicate to designate the single security level of

information],..exported [via single level communication channels or 1/0 devices.].

TABLE I5: EXPORTATION TO SINGLE-LEVEL DEVICES SUMMARY

Trusted.Oracle Platfwmr Informix Platform

Requirement Orale DBMS HP-UX OS Informix DBMS, HP-UX OS

ES .l NM OS NM OS

ES.2 U OS U OS

S.3, NM OS NM OS

7. Labeling Hunun-Readable Output.

Human-rtadable output (i.e., paper reports, memos, etc.) mast be properly

marked with the correct label, us identified by the labeled object being exported,

HRO. I - The ADP system administrator shall be able to Wcify the printable

label names assoiated with exported sensitivity labels.

HRO.2 - The TCB shall mark the beginning and end of all human-readable,

paged, hardcopy output (e.g., line printer output) with huvnan.readable sensitivity labels

that properly6 represent the sensitivity of the output.

6. Th hitcuihtcal essficalion comptoewt In the haum.veadable sensitivly kahels shall be equal
to the gmwseie himmhicnl chaisfication tif toy of the infixmion in the ouqt tha the kIlbe refer
to. the rwn-htenmhk l aegoy cotnIen shotall Include all of the non.hiew cW caegmoies of
tho innawian ihe ou put the labels Wes to. ht Wno er a ifterhkn cazeurktL



HRO.3 - The TCB shall, by default, mark the top and bottom of each page of

human-readable, paged, hardcopy output (e.g., line printer output) with human-readable

sensitivity labels that properly2 represent the overall sensitivity of the output or that

properly represent the sensitivity of the information on the page.

HRO.4 - The TCB by default and in an appropriate manner, mark other forms of

human-readable output (e.g., maps, graphics) with human-readable sensitivity labels that

properly represent the sensitivity of the output.

HRO.5 - Any override of I human-readable sensitivity label) marking defaults

shall be auditable by the TCB.

TABLE 16: LABELING HUMAN-READABLE OUTPUT SUMMARY

Trusted Oracle Platform niformix Platform

Requirement Oracle DBMS HP-UX OS Informix DBMS HP-UX OS
1- .1 NM OS NM S

HRO.2 NM OS NM OS
•HRO.3 NM OS NM OS

HRO.3 NM OS K'M OS

HRO.4 NA NA NA NA

HRO.5 NM OS NM 0S

& Mandatory Aceem Control

The mandatory acces control rquiitments address how labeled subjects access

Labeled objects, aid if the access rules, (as slated by the secuuity policy), am. enforced by

the MAC mechanisms.

MAC.I -The TCB shall enforce a mandatmoy access control policy over all

subjects... under its control (e.g., proce&s..).

MAC.2 - The TCB shall eaferce a mandatory access control policy over all..

storage objects (under its controll (e.g.... files, segmens devic ).
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MAC.3 -... subjects and objects shall be assigned labels that are a combination

of hierarchical classification levels and non-hierarchical categories...

MAC.4 -... sensitivity I labels shali be used as the basis for mandatory access

control decisions.

MAC.5 - The TCB shall be able to support two or more... security levels.

MAC.6 - The following requirements shall hold for all accesses between

subjects and objects controlled by the TCB:

A subject can READ an object only if the hierarchial classification in the subject's
secL..ity l.kvel is greater or equal to the hierarchial classification in the object's security
level and thL non-hierarchial categories in the subject's security level include all the
nop-hierarchical cv:tegories in the object's security level.

MAC.7 - The following requirements shall hold for all accesses between

subjccts and objects controlled by the TCB:

A subject can write an object only if the hierarchical classification in the subject's
security level is less than or equal to the hierarchical classification in the objects
security level and all the non-hierarchical categories in the subject's security level are
included in the non-hierarchial categories in the object's sensitivity level.

MAC,8 - Identification and authentication data shall be used by the TCB to

authenticate the user's identity...

MAC.9 - [Identification and authentication data shall be used by the TCBJ... to

ensure that the security level and authorization of subjects external to the TCB that may be

created to act on behalf of the individual user are dominated by the clearance and

authorization of that user.

TABLE 17: MANDATORY ACCESS CONTROL SUMMARY

Trusted Oracle Platform Intoradx Pltform

Requirement Orcle DBMS HP-UX OS Informix DBMS HP-UX OS

. . .. .., .. ..... - . . .1 . . . . . . . . . . ,. .. . _ .



TABLE 17: MANDATORY ACCESS CONTROL SUMMARY

Trusted Oracle Platform Informix Platform

MAC. B B B B

MAC.2 B B B B

MAC.3 B B B B

MAC.3 B B B B

MAC.5 B B B B

MAC.5 B B B B

MAC,6 B B B B

MAC.$ NM OS NM OS

MAC.9 B B B B

C. TDI INTERPRETATIONS

The Trusted Database Management System Interpretation of the Trusted Computer

System Evaluation Criteria (TDI) was completed and issued in April 1991. One would

expect that this publication might contain particular answers to questions related to trusted

DBMSs. However, the TDI did not provide us with the revealing answers that we sought.

Section TC-5 of the TDI contains the "General Interpreted Requirements" for DBMS

criteria. Often, the TDI added little other than a statement that the requirements of the

TCSEC still applied.

For example. we have focused exclusively on Class B I level Labels and Mandatory

Access Control requirements for our evaluation and comparison of product& The general

interpreted requirements for labels as stated in the TDI is:

This requirement applies as stated in the TCSEC to every TC subset whose
policy includes mandatory access control of it's subjects to its objects. Any TCB
subset whose policy does not include such mandatoty access control is exempt from
this requirement.



This is generally the same type of interpretation that is present throughout the TDI.

There is no "new" substantive interpretations found in the TDI that were of particular use

to this researcher.
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VIII. ORACLE ANALYSIS

This chapter analyzes the Trusted ORACLE 7 against the TCSEC requirements (as

decomposed in Chapter VII) for labels and mandatory access controls. We start by looking

at the DBMS TCB component (i.e., database server software and user's manuals), then

proceed to the operating system TCB component. As discussed in Chapter VII, a

requirement, as listed below, can be met in the DBMS TCB component, the operating

system TCB component, both components. or it may not be meet or is not applicable. If

users are required to meet this requirement. then a "U" will be placed in the respective

columns associated with the requirement. After each requirement, we determine where the

requirement was met, if in fact they were met. (See requirement surmnaries in Chapter VII.)

A number of the individual decomposed TCSEC requirements are substantially the

same (some are exactly the same). Therefore, we will refer the reader to specified

requirements in lieu of discussing the same requirement in two different places.

A. LABELS

The decomposed label requirements are discussed below.

.1. LABI Requirement

Subjects are the active proc.eses in the system, be they user subjects or daemon

(background) subjects. Daemon subjects are maintained within the respective database

server and operating system TCB components each component has its own set of daenon

subjects which are 4:reated by the OS. Because we lack the appropriate documentation, we

can not discuss daemon subjects specifically, and therefore will not analyze daemon

subjects further.

The maintenance ofa user subject's label begin, with the creauo,:f 4 usernane

(i.e., account) for the Tnusted ORACLE DBMS. All users must have a valid usemmie

before they can access the database. When an account is created for a new user on the

Trusted ORACLE server, the account definition is stored as a row in a data dictionary table.
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The row for the new usemame is labeled (under the ROWLABEL pseudo-column) at the

same level as that of the database administrator (DBA in Trusted ORACLE) who created

the new user. This requires the DBA who establishes the account to either connect to the

database at the new user's projected label, or to "downgrade" or upgrade" his/her DBA

label to match the desired label of the new user. Table 18, below is an example of an

ALL_USERS table that maintains the user accounts in the Trusted ORACLE data

dictionary.

TABLE 18: USERNAME DEFINITIONS IN TRUSTED ORACLE

ROWLABEL USERNAMES PROFILES

Secret Ron LeveL1

Top Secret George Level_2

Unclassified Dan LeveL3

The "PROFILES" attribute contains the set of specified. resource limits that can

be assigned to valid usernames and are used to prevent uncontrolled consumption of system

resources. They are DBA defined in accordance with the security policy. These resource

limits can be controlled at the session level, or the cull level (i.e., When an SQL statement

is executed), and include things such as CPU time, logical reads, concurrent sessions per

user,. idle dime for a session, elapsed session time per session, etc.

The da dictionary table ALL..USERS, is stored in the SYSTEM tablespace,.

which is created automatically whenever the database is created. This SYSTEM tablespace

is controlled by the Trusted ORACLE DBMS, which is a TCB component to the overall

TCB of the entire system.

In the Trusted ORACLE configuration, it is mandatory that the underlying

operating system (HP-UX BLS in this instance) maintain the user name and password used

for identification and authentication. In the case of HP-UX BLS, new user names are set up

by the Authentication Administrator (who is responsible for crating new users and



maintaining the Protected Password database within the operating system). Because

authentication is performed by the OS, the user name and password of the operating system

is the one used within Trusted ORACLE to authenticate that the user logging into Oracle

is in fact a valid user. For example, if a user with an operating system account named "Ron"

is to connect to the Trusted ORACLE database, there must be a corresponding database

user "Ron" in the ALL-USERS table within the database data dictionary. When "RON"

connects to the database (by typing "'), the DBMS checks to see if there exists a valid user

"Ron"; if so, then "Ron" can begin using the database.

Therefore. both components (the OS and the DBMS) are needed to maintain the

user subject levels of the system and a "B" is given to each component in the summary

tables in Chapter VII.

2. LAB.2 Requirement

As in the case. of user accounts, all object definitions created in Trusted

ORACLE are maintained as a row in a data dictionary. The objects found in Trusted

ORACLE are database(s), tablespaces, rows, tables, views, indexes, clusters, sequences,

synonyms, stored procedures and functions, packages, triggers, and rollback segments The

row for an object definition is labeled at the creator's label when the object is created. The

data dictionary Is located in the SYSTEM tablespace within the database. This tablespace

is made up of segments which correspond to a set number of operating system blocks. Each

tabagp~tx Is labeled when it is -reated. Al objects placed within a tablespacc must

dome- libel of IN tablespace. You cannot store a lower level object in a higher level

tablespace IORAC92aJ.

The storage objects seen by the HP-UX BLS operating system (ie., files,

directories, devices. IPC objects, symbolic links, named pipe processes, printer queues.

and ptys) are created and maintained in the 0. Files and directories are labeled

individually, and are labeled in.such a way that the awess classes increase as you go down

the tree. For example, the root directory is labeled at System Low and the directories and
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files with the highest sensitivity labels will be found near the bottom of the file tree or in

separate leaves off to the side of the tree. The UNIX file system maintains all the files and

directories within the OS. All dynamic objects, such as printer queues, pipes and links, (and

processes seen by HP-UX BLS) are also maintained in the OS TCB component.

Therefore, both components (the OS and the DBMS) are needed to maintain the

object labels of the system and a "B" is given to each component in the summary tables in

Chapter VII.

3. LAB.lI Requirement

In this interpretation to the TCSEC, the requirement states that any objects which

are to be accessed by all users of the system, shall be implicitly labeled at the lowest label

defined for the system. We have not determined what implicitly labeling objects means, but

instead will discuss how public objects can be explicitly labeled to meet this requirement.

If a user desires that an object be accessible to all database users, in effect

snaking it a public object, then the creator must create the object at the lowest label defined

within the database. In Trusted ORACLE this would be the equivalent of "DBLOW". The

actual label for "DBLOW" is detemined when the database is originally setup. In the

military context, this would equate to the "UNCLASSIFIED" label with no categories. All

unclassified objects are dominated (can be accessed) by all user levels in the database.

The same argument is used in the objects maintained by the operating system. If

files and directories are to be public, both the rdes wn their parent directories must be

bed at System Low in HP4UX BLS.

Therefore, both components (the OS and the DBMS) are needed to imintain that

certain objects be public within the system and a "B" Is given to each conqmnent in the

suruntary tables in Chapter VII.

4. LA.3 Requirement

This. decoiposd requircmnct is identical to MACA. (See "MAC.4.

Requirement" on page 112.)



5. LAB.4 Requirement

The Trusted ORACLE DBMS utilizes an Import utility to import single level

data, from an operating system file into the database. By default, the Import utility performs

a single level import on a single level file. (A multilevel OS file can also be imported as

single level.)The user importing the data has the responsibility for logging into the system

at the level to match the data's label. Therefore, the user is responsible for meeting this

requirement in the DBMS component.

The HP-UX BLS operating system handles the importation of Trusted

ORACLE database files from outside the system. HP-UX specifically defines two types of

import media, labeled and unlabeled. An unlabeled medium is one whose data does not

include sensitivity labels. The unlabeled medium typically has some external label (such as

a stick-on label for magnetic tape) which tells the user how to handle the data on the

medium. This unlabeled medium must then be loaded on a single-level device (uiociated

with a singl: sensitivity label) which corresponds to the label on the medium. When the

data on this medium is loaded into the system, it is labeled at the same sensitivity as that of

the single-level device.

Therefore, this requirement that the TCB shall request and receive the security

level of the daza, is accomplished directly by the authorized users of the system when they

properly load tapes or floppy diskettes at the correctly labeled input device. Likewise, we

label the HP-UX colwunnof the summary able with a 'U", and place an "NA" n the DBMS

colunmn since the Trusted ORACLE Impot utility is only good if the files to. be inmportel

were created by the Oracle export utility.

6. LAS-Requiremmeil -

There is no nention of auditing the import of non.labeled data in die. Trused

ORACLE Adndistrawr's Guide iORA02aI.

The HP-UX BLS operating system allows for the collection of audit data

through the use of the Audit System Collection Mas One of the audit capabilities of this



system mask is the auditing of subsystem events. Since import/export of data is a subsystem

event (i.e., Tape), the HP-UX BLS system is capable of auditing all events associated with

the import of non-labeled data.

Therefore, we place a "NM"' in the Oracle column and an "OS" in the HP-UX

OS column of the summary tables for this requirement.

B. LABEL INTEGRITY

1. LLI Requirement

The levels associated with subjects and the labels associated with objects are

determined at the time of creation. It is not possible from the docmentation as our disposal,

to determine exactly how the TCB maintains and ensures that labels are attacheJ to the

objects.

It is up to the users who create the objects (the DBA in the cse of creating

subjects) to log into the system at the specified sensitivity level (i.e., to obtain a session

level), so that when they create the objects, the TCB can correctly place this sensitivity

level as an attribute value (of the row) where the object is defined l a system table,

Therefore, we have noted in the sumuary table (See table 12 on page 87) that this

requirement is me by a "B"; both components of the system are required to enforce th6

requirem . r

L' LU Requirenent

Trusted ORACLE provides two label datatypes: MLSLABEL and RAW

MLSLABEL The MLSLABEL daatype is uwed to store a 4-byte internal tag that

represets the binary format of an operating system la A. Trusted ORACLE implicitly

converts the opemfing system label placed in the ROWLABEL pmudo-colmnn into a 4-

byte ag. The RAW MLSLABEL datatype does not convert an opuating system label into

a 4-byte tag but instead som,; the actulOS label inny forma (up to 25bytes). JtM

daw type. can be specified.
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The Export utility of Trusted ORACLE writes data from an Oracle database into

operating system files in the Oracle binary format, either in the format of MLSLABEL or

the RAW MLSLABEL (ORAC92a]. Within the Trusted ORACLE DBMS, the MLq

keyword tells the Export utility whether or not to export labeling information along with

the data a user is exporting. The default is Y (yes), which tells the Export utility to include

the ALTER SESSION SET LABEL and the ROWLABEL pseudo-column. (The ALTER

SESSION SET LABEL comnmand ensures that when the export file is imported later, the

imported objects are recreated at their original labels) The ROWLABEL pseudo column

values contain either of the two MLSLABEL datatypes.

This requirement is met by both the DBMS and OS TCB components, and is so

reflected in the summary tables. (See table 12 on page 87)

3. L13 Requirement

As stated previously in L.2, the sensitivity labels are associated with all objects

created in dte database (e.g.. when a database table is created, the ROWLABEL pseudo-

column, is automatically created as a special attribute) and tagged at the level of the user

process creating the object. Therefore, when a multilevel export is conducted. the Export

utility writes information to an operating system file, which includes labeling Information

for the data exported.

This requirement is met by both the DBMS and OS TCB componects, and is so

reflected in the sutmary tables. (See table 12 on page 87)

C. EXPORTATION OF LABELED INFORMATION

I. ELI RequeImet

The functions to designate each commnication channel and 110 device are

found within the widerlying operating system. HP-UX BLS. The system admnistrtor

defines the security characeistics of each imporlexport device by placing the required

infomation in the Device Assignment database. Every device that is to be used mus. have
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an entry in the Device Assignment database. Devices include terminals, line printers, and

import/export devices such as tape drive systems and floppy drives. The operating system

uses this database to restrict data objects that have sensitivity levels outside the range of the

devices specified from either being sent or received through that device, thus preventing

unauthorized disclosure. Every device is labeled specifically as either single or

multilevel.[HEWL92a] Therefore this requirement is met by the OS TCB component only.

2. EL.2 Requirement

The system administrator, by invoking the devasgifcommand within the HP-UX

BLS environment can change the parameters of the Device Assignment database. Only the

system administrator with the proper kernel authorization and privileges can modify the

Device Assignment database. The database contains information about all logical devices

in the system, with each entry describing the devices characteristics (e.g., terminal, printer,

removable media, such as a tape or floppy disk), whether its single-level or multilevel, or

an import, export or both device. See Figure 20, below.

This requirement is met in that the system administrator with the proper

authorizations and privileges is the only subject who can change the designation of a

communication channel.Therefore this requirement is met by the OS TCB component only.
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Device Assig at

Device Name:

(T)eraiual. (P)riiter, (l).uovable -

(S)ingle- or (M)ultilevel
(X)aport, (E)zpor , (5)oth uab3ld -

Device Pan, names; --------- -------

Authorized Users: ..... --

Figure 20: Device Assignment Screen [HEWL92a]

3. EL.3 Requirement

All Administrator/operator actions are auditable in they are found in the Audit

System Collection Mask [HEWL92a]. The actions performed by the System

Administrator, including the use of the devasglfcommand, are auditable. Therefore this

requirement is met by the OS TCB componenL

4. EL.4 Requirement

The TCB maintains the i/O device libels in the Device Assignment Database, a

part of the HP-UX BLS operating system files. Any change to these security levels are

found in the respective audit files or logs. Therefore this requirement is met by the OS TCB
component-

. •ELS Requirement

This decomposed requirement is almost the exact requiement as stated in EL3.

The system administrator's action, if selected in the audit mask, will be audited. Thus, any
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changes in the security levels associated with a 1/0 device are auditable. Therefore this

requirement is met by the OS TCB component.

6. ELi I Requirement

Since all system administrator actions are auditable (if selected in the audit

system collection mask), level changes in both single level and multilevel communications

channels and 1/0 devices will be auditable. Though this interpretation states that multilevel

communications channels and l/O devices are not required to be auditable, they will be in

HP-UX BLS if the system administrator actions are selected in the Audit System Collection

Mask. There is no granularity in the audit mechanism to preclude audit of certain system

administrator actions. Therefore this requirement is met by the OS TCB component.

D. EXPORTATION TO MULTILEVEL DEVICES

I. EM.I Requirement

This requirement is similar to LI.3. The Trusted ORACLE Export utility by

default copies multilevel data to an operating system file. Then the mitape command within

the HP-UX BLS operating system exports this multilevel data out of the system. The logic

of this program deals with multilevel named objects, such as directories, and moves them

to a tape device preserving all labels. If the user possesses the nudtlleikir kernel

authorization, the hidden hierarchy of the directory (with all the hidden sub-directories)

will be stored on the export medium, complete with the sensitivity levels of all hidden child

directories (see Figure 21). [HEWL92a] (The MAC 0002, MAC 175, and MAC 1654 of

the hidden directories in Figure 21, reprent the sensitivity levels of the directories n a
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numeric label format.) Therefore this requirement is met by both the DBMS and OS TCB

components.

£VAmLWPma..a 1"Iu-- 4uW.

Fligur 2: Hidden Directories In Ho -UX BLS [I!EWL92a

2. EM.2 Requirement

The ndta conmnnd of HP-UX BLS cory, dly achieves the purpose of this

requirement by copying the files into the spWcirle device together with path name, status

information, and security attributes. The security attibutes ot the file contain the security

-label. The operating system handles all 'opying to the output device. Therefore this

requirement Is met by the OS TCB compontnt.

3. EMil Requirement

The, Trusted ORACLE Export utility can be used to export data out of the
database by specifying the single level export option on the command line (MLS=N). If a

rile. created Un the Export utility is le exported out of the s stem the tar and tjio
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programs of HP-UX BLS can be called to export data to a single-level medium.The user is

responsible to correctly label removable media if he/she transports unlabeled information

out of the database. The label placed on the media must reflect the level of the classified

information that the media contains. Therefore this requirement is considered a user

requirement since the users of the system must properly label tapes and floppies with a label

that reflects that of the data.

4. EM.3 Requirement

This requirement can be broken down again into two distinct requirements for

analysis: one for machine-readable and one for human-readable. For machine readable

form, the sensitivity label and the access control list (ACL) are placed on the tape in their

extended form (ACSII), so that they may be read in by other similarly-configured systems.

For humin-readable form, the sensitivity label produced on the banner page of

the printout is at the sensitivity level of the user executing the piint command. The user's

sensitivity level is determined at the time they log-on the system.(See HRO.4 for more

details.) Therefore, this requirement is met by the OS TCB component.

S. EM.4 Requirement

The MaxSix secure networking package is required for Trusted ORACLE

(ORAC92b].

When the HP-UX BLS operating system is configured with the Trusted

ORACLE server, additional networking software is required to setup the client/server and

distributed database characteristics of Oracle. The SQL*Net Oracle software and the TCP/

IP protocol adapter are required. Additionally the MaxSix MLS networking protocol is

required by a Class B I configuration.

The MaxSix protocol is a commercial trademark of SecureWare, Inc. and the

company states that this protocol meets the requirements of the official U.S, Government

standard, DNSIX 2.1 (DoD Intelligence Information Systems Network Security for

Information Exchange) [ATK194]. (Neither DNSIX nor MaxSix require any TCSEC class
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level of assurance IATKI94].) Therefore this requirement is meet by the OS TCB

component when the MaxSix package is installed.

6. EM.5 Requirement

This requirement is met by the MaxSix MLS network protocol. See EM.4

requirement, above. Therefore this requirement is meet by the OS TCB component.

E. EXPORTATION TO SINGLE-LEVEL DEVICES

1. ES.1 Requirement

The HP-UX BLS operating system designates (through the operating system

administrator) and maintains a device in the system as either single-level or multilevel. A

single level device does not store labels with the files that it outputs. However, HP-UX BLS

does specify a default sensitivity level for a single level device. This means that if a single

level device is labeled, then only data at that level is exported through that device. Of course

no labels will be associated with the exported files. Therefore this requirement is met by

default in the operating system, and a NM is placed in the DBMS TCB component column.

2. ES.2 Requirement

The Trusted ORACLE Import utility is only good for files created with the

Trusted ORACLE Export utility [ORAC92a]. By default, the Import utility performs a

single level import on a single levei export file. The user logs into the operating system at

the level at which they want the information imported into the database. It is the

responsibility of the user to know (based on the export file's label or other information) at

which level to import the data. Therefore, for the DBMS component of the TCB, we have

labeled this requirement as "U", for user responsibility.

The tar and cpio programs of HP-UX BLS have been modified to import single-

level media.These programs perform the appropriate checks against the Device

Assignment database to ensure that the device used for import is in fact specified as single-
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level. Therefore, this requirement is met by the OS TCB and we labeled the summary tables

column with an "OS".

3. ES.3 Requirement

The Trusted ORACLE Export utility writes information from the database to an

operating system file at a single level (must select single level option, EXP / MLS=N). This

single level export file contains no labeling information. For example, in Trusted

ORACLE, you can export a multilevel table as a single level export; the resulting export

file contains no labeling information and is consequently single labeled at tht user's session

level [ORAC92a]. The user's session level must dominate all data if it is to be exported to

the export file. If a user logs in at SECRET, then all information at SECRET and below is

exported to a single-level file (with no labels). The export file is then exported out of the

system by the appropriate OS programs.

The tar and cpio programs of HP-UX BLS have been modified to export single-

level files. These programs perform the appropriate checks against the Device Assignment

database to ensure that the device used for export is in fact specified as single-level.

Therefore, this requirement is met by the OS TCB only.

F. LABELING HUMAN-READABLE OUTPUT

1. HRO.I Requirement

The operating system administrator only indirectly specifies the printable label

names associated with exported security labels. Labels names are set-up when the

sensitivity classifications and categories are defined for the system. HP-UX BLS prints the

sensitivity label of the process executing the print command on the banner page of the

printout. This is the sensitivity label that was typed when the user logged into the system

(i.e., session level). Therefore, this requirement is met by the OS TCB when the system

administrator set up the label names.
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2. HRO.2 Requirement

The HP-UX BLS prints the sensitivity level of the process executing the print

command on the banner page of the printuut. It usually appears in the same location on the

banner page as the print-job detail (i.e., filename, process number, date, etc.). As stated in

HRO. 1, this banner page label is the same as the user's session level.

There is no mention of marking the end of all human-readable paged, hardcopy

output with a trailer page. However, the last page printed (a body page) will have a human-

readable sensitivity label printed on the top and bottom of the page. Therefore, this

requirement is met by the OS TCB.

3. HRO.3 Requirement

When the information is printed on the printer by the HP-UX BLS operating

system, the banner page includes the sensitivity level of the process and each internal page

includes the sensitivity level of the file that appears on that page. Internal pages (body

pages), are labeled with the highest sensitivity level of the information that is printed on the

page.

Top and bottom labeling is characteristic only of the body pages of the printout.

The banner page only prints the classification one time, usually near the print-job detail.

There is no mistaking a banner page with a body page in HP-UX BLS, because the banner

page is uniquely designed and standard. Therefore, this requirement is met by the OS TCB.

4. HRO.4 Requirement

This requirement does not appear to be applicable in HP-UX BLS operating

system. Labeling is supported on the line printer only. Labels are not supported on laser

printers or plotters [HEWL92c]. In addition, labeling is not supported when the output is

assigned a "landscape" orientation (i.e.. the output is printed horizontally)[HEWL92].

However, since HP-UX BLS does not support these printing options (it only prints line

printer text) this requirement is not applicable to the OS TCB or the Trusted ORACLE TCB

components.
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5. HRO.5 Requirement

HP-UX BLS provides two secondary line printer subsystem options which can

override the labeling and filtering capabilities of normal printing. The label authorization

allows the use of the -1 option to the lp command to suppress the labels applied to the

internal pages of a printout. Thefilter authorization allows the -f option to the lp command,

which removes the filtering done on printed output. Both of these options are audited by

the system (HEWL92a]. Therefore, this requirement is met by the OS TCB.

As a side note, both the special options to the lp command suppress the internal

printout labeling features of HP-UX BLS. The assumption is that the banner page is still

printed.

G. MANDATORY ACCESS CONTROL

1. MAC.1 Requirement

The Trusted ORACLE DBMS TCB component enforces a mandatory access

control policy over all users (and their surrogate processes) through the levels attached to

each user's process and the label attributes attached to each object. Essentially, the MAC

policy used in Trusted ORACLE is an extension of the Bell-LaPadula security model's

mandatory access controls. (See Chapter II for the Bell-LaPadula Model.)This MAC

policy, based on reading objects and writing objects by subjects, is discussed in depth in

the MAC.6 and MAC.7 requirements below.

The HP-UX BLS TCB component maintains sensitivity !evels on all subjects

(active entities in the system, such as processes). When a user logs into the system, a login

user ID (LUID) is attached to the u.ser's login process. The LUID points to the Protected

Password database which contains the clearance level for that particular subject. (The

clearance level is the highest sensitivity label allowed for that subject's process.) All

processes spawned from this LUID process contain this same LUID with its associated

clearance level. From these subject processes' levels a mandatory access control policy,

based on the Bell-LaPadula security model, is enforced. (See the MAC.6 and MAC.7
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requirements for details below.) Therefore, this requirement is met in both the DBMS TCB

and the OS TCB.

2. MAC.2 Requirement

The Trusted ORACLE DBMS TCB component enforces a mandatory access

control policy over all objects controlled by the DBMS through the labels attached to each

object. This MAC policy, based on reading objects and writing objects by subjects, is

discussed in depth in the MAC.6 and MAC.7 requirements below.

The HP-UX BLS TCB component maintains sensitivity labels on all objects

controlled by the operating system. These objects include regular files, inter-process

communication (IPC) objects, directories, special files, pipes, processes, and symbolic

links. When objects are created, the HP-UX BLS system attaches security attributes to the

objects. For example, when a file is created, the full pathname of the file, the file owner and

group, the file mode and type, the sensitivity level, the potential and granted privilege sets,

and the access control lists are stored in the File Control database. E'erytime a process

attempts to access the file, it must search the File Control database, check, and pass each

parameter before access is granted. The MAC policy for reading and writing these objects

is discussed in depth in the MAC.6 and MAC.7 requirements below. Therefore, this

requirement is met in both the DBMS TCB and the OS TCB.

3. MAC.3 Requirement

Within the Trusted ORACLE TCB component, subjects and objects are assigned

sensitivity levels at the time they are created. Trusted ORACLE sensitivity labels for both

subjects and objects consist of four components. See Figure 22 below.
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I Sensitivity Integrity InformationI Additional OS
omponent Component Component specific component

Figure 22: Trusted ORACLE sensitivity labels

The sensitivity component consist of a single classification, which has been

previously defined by the system administrator, and zero or more categories. This range of

sensitivity classifications and the categories allowed in this block match those of the

underlying operating system. (The TCB as a whole can only have one set of classifications;

all TCB components must recognize and accept these classifications.) The integrity

component of the label reflects the object's trustworthiness or accuracy. The information

component is used when a compartmented mode workstation (CMW) environment is

utilized, or it may, in some systems be used as advisory labels. The last component, is used

for any operating system specific component that can be utilized by the operating system.

The HP-UX BLS operating system does not support the integrity component or

the information component of the Trusted ORACLE sensitivity label. They are therefore

not utilized when the TCB consists of the HP-UX BLS platform and the Trusted ORACLE

DBMS. The HP-UX BLS system specifically supports the U.S. DOD method of classifying

information according to hierarchial classification levels and non-hierarchial categories.

Therefore, this requirement is met in both the DBMS TCB and the OS TCB.

4. MAC.4 Requirement

Mandatory access controls are enforced through the labels attached to each

subject and object. Trusted ORACLE provides MAC mediation access based on the

identity (e.g., LUID) and label (clearance) of the subject and the sensitivity or label

(classification) of the object. We can only visualize how this works since we are not privy

to the internal data structures of the Trusted ORACLE source code. For example. we do not

know if a reference validation mechanism (i.e.. reference monitor) chtcks each subject's
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and object's sensitivity label before mandatory access in granted or denied, or if some other

scheme oi procedure is used to match and compare subject and object labels.

HP-UX BLS enforces the MAC policy by making sure that the user process is

cleared to access information from an object by comparing the sensitivity level of the

process with the sensitivity level of the object. Therefore, this requirement is met in both

the DBMS TCB and the OS TCB components.

5. MAC.5 Requirement

Trusted ORACLE supports the range, size, and type of label formats provided

by HP-UX BLS [ORAC92b].

HP-UX BLS has been designed to support many different configurations of

sensitivity labels, with a "virtually unlimited capacity for the number of classifications and

categories."[HEWL92a] The maximum classification number is set to 16 by default; the

maximum category number is set to 1024 by default. Both these defaults can be changed

during system installation. [HEWL92a Therefore, this requirement is met in both the

DBMS TCB and the OS TCB components.

6. MAC.6 Requirement

Trusted ORACLE provides the read operation by granting its subjects the

SELECT operation. Before a database user can SELECT from an object, such as a table or

view (thus reading the object), his/her label (clearance) must dominate the label of the

object. The MAC rules for reading an object state, "users can read objects at their label and

below; users cannot read objects at labels that they do not dominate."[ORAC92a

The Trusted ORACLE rules above use the term "dominate". Oracle defines

dominate as a relationship between labels where one label dominates another if its

classification is greater than or equal to that of the other label and its categories are a

superset of the other's categories (all cutegories are represented). This is essentially the

same definition as used in the TCSEC.
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The HP-UX BLS MAC rules for reading an object are that a "subject's

classification must be greater than are equal to the object's, and the subject's set of

categories must include the object's."[HEWL92a] Therefore, this requirement is met in

both the DBMS TCB and the OS TCB.

7. MAC.7 Requirement

Trusted ORACLE provides the write operation by granting its subjects the

INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE operation. Before a database user can perform one of

these three operations to modify an object, such as a table or view (thus writing the object),

his/her label (clearance) must match (equal) that of the label of the object. The MAC rules

for writing an object states that "a user's label must match that of the object"[ORAC92a].

This is clearly a modification of the Bell-LaPadula security model which allows the

subjects the ability to write to objects at higher labels. As in the Bell-LaPadula model,

subjects are prevented from writing to objects at lower levels to prevent the possibility of

unauthorized disclosure (i.e.,re-classifying information at a lower level). However, the

WRITE, as defined in the TCSEC is met.

The HP-UX BLS MAC rules for writing an object are that "the object's

classification must be equal to the subject's, and the object's set of categories must match

the subiect's.'[HEWL92a] Therefore, this requirement is met in both the DBMS TCB and

the OS TCB.

8. MAC. Requirement

In Trusted ORACLE it is mandated that the authentication of database user be

conducted by the underlying operating system. This is done by specifying the

IDENTIFIED EXTERNALLY parameter of the CREATE USER cotmmand whenever a

new usenane is being created for the database.

HP-UX BLS authenticates by searching the Protected Password dabase for the

user's ID clearance and encrypted password. The user, upon logging into the systemmust

enter three itons: login name, password, and sensitivity level.
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The user can log on the system at any sensitivity level up to his/her clearance,

which is the highest sensitivity level the user has been cleared for. (The clearance assigned

to a user is determined by personnel policies, commensurate with the level of

trustworthiness of the user; the Authentication Administrator sets up the user's clearance

during system account creation.) In HP-UX BLS. the user's login process is tagged with

the Login User ID (LUID). This indelible tag can never be changed or modified, not even

by a superuser with all the system privileges. For example, even if a system administrator

jumps from one user account to another (e.g., when using the su command), the LUID of

the system administrator is inherited by the new processes spawned from the su program.

This provides absolute aCcountability and always traces who did what by examination of

the LUID. Therefore. this requirement is met in the OS TCB only.

9. MAC.9 Requirement

This requirement can. be summarized to mean that system processes for users

must be dominated by user's clearance as found in the system's i&A database. Based on

available docunentation, both the DBMS and the OS adhere to this requirement.

0. Additional MAC Comments

The user's LUID label (session level) is the sensitivity level that Is used in

Trusted ORACLE when subjects (processes) are created, No spawned process or new

object created by the LUID process can exceed the sensitivity level of the LUID. The same

is true wheIl invoking special MAC privileges (WRITEDOWN, WRITEUP. READUP).

When a database user connects to an Oracle datbase he/she can conntect at any sensitivity

level up to his/her operating system clearme (I&A data).

With respect to the MAC pivileges, if a databa user is comected at

UNCLASSIFIED and has the READUP privilege, then he or she can read higher levels of

information, but only up to (and equal to) his/her overall system clearance. The READUP

privilege violates the simple , -curity property of the Bell-LaPadula model and is used as a

smans to prevent the user from having to log out of the system and thel iog back in at a
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higher session level. The WRITEDOWN privilege is used for the same purpose (so the user

does not have to log out and then in, to change his/her session level) but to write data. This

privilege clearly violates the *-property of the Bell -JaPadula model and is utilized for

administrators doing things such as a full database import. The WRITEUP privilege does

not violate the Bell-LaPadula model, because writeups are allowed by definition in Bell-

LaPadula, but not in the Trusted ORACLE MAC policy. Again, this privilege is most

useful for administrators doing full database imports, but standard users can also use it as

well. In summary, all MAC privileges granted to users must be dominated by the user's

clearance. The DBA who grants the MAC privileges must have a session sensitivity level

which dominates the user receiving these privileges.

The same can be said about HP-UX BLS. The special privilege,

allowmacaccess, allows a process to reset its sensitivity label. This trusted process can only

allow MAC access up to and inciuding the clearance of the user's I&A data found in the

Protected Password database. Therefore, this requirement is met in both the DBMS TCB

and the OS TCB.



IX. INFORMIX ANALYSIS

This chapter discusses the analysis of lnformix-OnLine/Secure 5.0 against the TCSEC

requirements (as decomposed in Chapter VII) for labels and the mandatory access controls.

The configuratiun that we analyztd is the one v, here Informix-OnLine/Secure utilizes the

4raw device storage", thus circumventing most of the UNIX file system.

Again, we start by looking at the DBMS ITCB component (i.e., database server software

and user's manuals), then proceed to the operating system TCB. As discussed in Chapter

VII, a requirement, as listed below, can be met in the DBMS TCB component, the operating

system TCB component, both components, or it may not be meet or is not applicable. If

user action is required to meet this requirement, then a "U" will be placed in the respective

columns associated with the requirement. After each requirement, we determine where the

requirement was meet, if in fact they were met at all. (See requirement summaries in

Chapter VII.)

A. LABELS

1. LAB.I Requirement

For an operating system user to gain access to Infoimix-OnUne/Secu-e, he/she

must be added to a new operuting system group called "ix-users." This requires the

operating system administrator (OSA) to add this new group to the existing groups found

in the HP-UX BLS implementation. In addition, the new database user's clearaun;e must at

least equal (i.e., dominate) the minimum clearance established for the Informix-OnLine/

Secure database (which is usually referred to as DATALO).

The database user's clearance (i.e., sensitivity label) is actually maintained

within the OS tables (Protected Password database in HP-UX BLS). The Informix-OnLine/

Secure DBMS has no username tables which it actually maintains for user subjects.
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Therefore, the OS component maintains all user subject labels of the system and

an "OS" is given to HP-UX BLS component (and a NA to the DBMS component) in the

summary tables in Chapter VII.

2. LAB.2 Requirement

All Informix-OnLine/Secure database objects and their labels are maintained

within the systables, sysprocedures table, or a table's row table along with their labels.

Each database defined (using the CREATE DATABASE SQL command) contains its own

systables. The systables are in effect the system catalog (data dictionary) and are always

established when a database is created. The objects found within the Informix-OnLine/

Secure database are database, table, row, blob, view, synonym, index, contraint, stored

procedure. (This list is inclusive for database objects found in Informix-OnLine/Secure

5.0.) A hypothetical systable is shown in Figure 19, below. The table shows how each

object is defined with its LABEL, type object, name and other attributes. The table object

points to its respective row table, so that each row (in a table) and its label can be identified,

as shown in Table 20, below.

TABLE 19: EXAMPLE OF A SYSTABLE IN INFORMIX-ONLINE/SECURE

LABEL objcct type object name other atributes

10 database Personnel

10 table Employee Pointer to row table

100 view CS..employ

50 synonym Private

IIX) index Quick

SOS constraint Excel

Note that the LABEL veaue are in die tag format, not the human readable form

such a TOP SECRET or UNCLASSIFIED. For a user to return a human-readable label,
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they must call the LABELTOSTRING function on the LABEL attribute of the respective

table.

TABLE 20: EXAMPLE OF A ROW TABLE FOR A PARTICULAR TABLE

OBJECT

LABEL ROW_ID Data fields

50 2

100 3

Note that the LABEL and ROWID columns in both tables above, are invisible

to standard users.

A hypothetical sysprocedures table is shown in Figure 21, below. The

sysprocedures table is a special table separate from the systables and contains only the

stored procedure objects defined on the database. Because the label of the row in the

sysprocedures table is the same as the level of the procedure to which it refers, the result of

a query on the LABEL attribute retum& the security level of the procedure [INFO93c].

TABLE 21: EXAMPLE OF A JYSPROCEDURE TABLE IN INFORMIX-ONLINFJ

SECURE

LABEL procname pointer

10 PROCI

50 PROC2

I00 PROC3

The storage objects seen by the HP-UX BLS operating system (i.e., files,

directories, devices, [PC objects, symbolic links, named pipes, processes, printer queues,

and ptys) are maintained within the OS. Files and directories are labeled individually, and
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are labeled in such a way that the access classes increase as you go down the tree. The

UNIX file system maintains all the files and directories within the OS TCB. All dynamic

objects, such as printer queues, ,ipes and links, (and processes seen by HP-UX BLS) are

also maintained in the OS TCB component.

Therefore, both components (the OS and the DBMS) are needed to maintain the

object's labels of the system and a "B" is given to each component in the summary tables

in Chapter VII.

3. LAB.il Requirement

If an object is to be a "public object" in Informix-OnLine/Secure, then it should

be created at the lowest sensitivity level of data found in the database, which is DATALO.

Additionally, the object hierarchy must be obeyed, which states that if a row within a table

is public, then the table and the database must also be public as well.

The same argument is used in the objects maintained by the operating system. If

files and directories are to be public, both the files and their parent directories must be

labeled at System Low in HP-UX BLS.

Therefore, both components (the OS and the DBMS) are needed to maintain that

certain objects be public within the system and a "B" is given to each component in the

summary tables in Chapter VII.

4. LAB3 Requirement

This decomposed requirement is identical to MAC.4. (See "MAC.4

Requirement" on page 133.)

5. LAB.4 Requirement

Standard users (not the DBSA) import single level data using the dbimport

command. However, this data must be in ASCII format with no internal MAC labeling. All

imported objects inherit the session level of the user's importing process.
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Therefore, this requirement that the TCB shall request and receive the security

level of the data, is accomplished directly by the authorized users of the system when they

properly load tapes or floppy diskettes at the correctly labeled input device. This

requirement is meet by the standard user, and we place a "U" in the DBMS column of the

summary table, and a "NA" in the OS column.

6. LAB.5 Requirement

Standard users (not the DBSA) import unlabeled data using the dbimport

command. The dbimport command is not audited, but other events associated with

importing data (such as creating a new database, or locking of tables) are auditable. If a new

database is not created, then this importing of non-labeled data may not be audited by

Informix-OnLine/Secure. Therefore, this requirement for the auditing of non-labeled data

will not have been met.

All actions performed by the DBSA and the DBSSO users are audited by default.

There are no audit masks for DBSA and DBSSO users [INFO93b]. Only the DBSA can

import data with OnLine/Secure internal MAC labeling from secondary storage media into

an Informix-OnLine/Secure database. If the DBSA imports non-labeled data, then this

requirement is met. However, if a standard user imports non-labeled data, then this action

may not be audited by the system. Therefore, we place a "NM" in the DBMS column.

The HP-UX BLS operating system allows for the collection of audit data

through the use of tk e Audit System Collection Mask. One of the audit capabilities of this

system mask is the auditing of subsystem events. Since import/export of data is a subsystem

event (i.e., Tape), the HP-UX BLS system is capable of auditing all events associated with

the import of non-labeled data. Therefore, we place an "OS" in the HP-UX OS column of

the summary tables. for this requirement.
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B. LABEL INTEGRITY

1. LI.I Requirement

Since there is no separate login procedure for users using the Informix-OnLine/

Secure database, the subject's sensitivity levels and respective labels are maintained by the

operating system administrator. The subject's sensitivity level (i.e., session level for the

database) is determined when he/she logs into the operating system. This label is referred

to as the session sensitivity level or simply session level.

The users of the system determine what sensitivity level an object is created at,

and the TCB correctly maintains this sensitivity level with the object. For schema objects,

we know that a label attribute is attached to each row of the SYSTABLE (See "LAB.2

Requirement" on page 118.) We cannot determine exactly how the subject label is used and

maintained in the TCB, but we have determined that it is done, and give this requirement a

"B"; both components enforce label integrity on subjects and objects.

2. LI.2 Requirement

Only the DBSA is capable of exporting labeled OnLine/Secure objects.

(Standard users can import/export data using the LOAD and UNLOAD statements, or the

dbload, dbimport, and dbexport utilities, but the object sensitivity labels are not preserved.)

The sensitivity labels are written to the media in the tag representation (32 bit integer

constant) of the label. (See LI.3 Requirement, below and EM. 1 for more information.)

Therefore, this requirement is met by the DBMS component and a "D" is placed

in the respective column and a "NA" in the OS column. (If the UNIX file system where

utilized in Informix-OnLine/Secure in lieu of raw device storage, then an "OS" would be

placed under the OS column and a "NM" under the DBMS column.)

3. LI3 Requirement

The sensitivity labels are written to the media in the tag representation (32 bit

integer constant) of the label. All systables, row tables, and sysprocedures tables are tagged
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by row (under the LABEL attribute). These labels are unique to the specific

implementation of the operating system; they are not necessarily the same or even

understandable by other secure system implementations. Only the DBSA can export

labeled data with OnLine/Secure internal MAC labeling to secondary storage media.

This requirement is met by the DBMS component and a "D" is placed in the

respective column and a "NA" in the OS column.

C. EXPORTATION OF LABELED INFORMATION

1. EL.I Requirement

The Infornix-OnLine/Secure user's manual describes the desired sensitivity

levels assigned to different devices as shown in Table 22:, below.

TABLE 22: SECURITY RANGES FOR DEVICES IN INFORMIX-ONLINE/

SECURE [INFO93B]

Device type Minimum Maximum

Terminal Datalo Datahi with groups IXDATA, IXJDBSA,
and IX_DBSSO (when defined)

Printer Datalo Datahi with groups IXDATA, IXDBSA,
and IXDBSSO (when defined)

Tape drives for Datahi, and Same as minimum
DBSA use IXDATA

Tape drives for Datalo Datahi
standard users

However, the functions to designate jach communication channel and 1/O

device are found within the underlying opeating system, HP-UX BLS. The system

administrator defines the security characteristics of each import/export device by placing

the required information in the Device Assignment database. Every device that is to be used

must have an entry in the Device Assignment database. Devices include terminals, line

printers, and import/export devies such as tape drive systems. The operating system uses
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this database to restrict data objects that have sensitivity levels outside the range of the

devices specified, from either being sent or received through that device, thus preventing

inappropriate data being disclosed. Every device is labeled specifically as either single or

multilevel.[HEWL92a] Therefore, this requirement is met in the OS TCB component.

2. EL.2 Requirement

fnformix-OnLine/Secure Trusted Facility Manual specifically requires that the

DBSA seek the operating system documentation for instructions for assigning sensitivity

levels to devices. OnLine/Secure does not provide any procedures for assigning sensitivity

labels to 1/O devices.

The operating system administrator, by invoking the devasgif command within

the HP-UX BLS environment can change the parameters of the Device Assignment

database. Only the system administrator with the proper kernel authorization and privileges

can modify the Device Assignment database. The database contains information about all

logical devices in the system, with each entry describing the devices characteristics (e.g.,

terminal, printer, removable media, such as a tape or floppy disk), whether its single-level

or multilevel, or an import, export or both device.Therefore, this requirement is met in the

OS TCB component.

3. EL.3 Requirement

Since the DBSA or the DBSSO in lnformix-OnLine/Secure cannot change

device designations, their actions, though always auditable, cannot capture the changing of

device reassignments

All operating system administrator/operator actions are auditable if they are

found in the Audit System Collection Mask [HEWL92a]. The actions performed by the

System Administrator, including the use of the devasgif command to change the

designation of a communication channel are auditable.Therefore, this requirement is met

in the OS TCB component.
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4. EL.4 Requirement

The HP-UX BLS maintains the I/O device labels in the Device Assignment

database, a part of the operating system file structure. Any change to these security levels

are found in the respective audit files or logs.Therefore, this requirement is met in the OS

TCB component.

5. EL.5 Requirement

This requirement is the practically the same as EL.3 All operating system

administrator/operator actions are auditable in they are found in the Audit System

Collection Mask [HEWL92a]. The actions performed by the System Administrator,

including the use of the devasgif command to change security levels of devices are

auditable.Therefore, this requirement is met in the OS TCB component.

6. EL.il Requirement

Since all operating system administrator actions are auditable (if selected in the

audit system collection mask), level changes of both single level and multilevel

communications channels and I/O devices will be auditable. Though this interpretation

states that multilevel communications channels and 1/O devices are not required to be

auditable, they will be in HP-UX BLS if the system administrator actions are selected in

the Audit System Collection Mask because there is no granularity in the audit mechanism.

(When the system administrator actions are audited, all actions associated with the system

administrator are audited.)Therefore, this requirement is met in the OS TCB component.

D. EXPORTATION TO MULTILEVEL DEVICES

I. EM.I Requirement

Only the DBSA is capable of exporting labeled Informix-OnLine/Secure

objects. The DBSA can use five functions to export labeled data: the DB-MONITOR, the

tbtap' -s, tbtape -a, biape -c or the tbwdload commands. The data is written to the media
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retaining sensitivity labels in the tag format as stored in the Informix-OnLine/Secure

database [INFO93b].

The mitape command within the HP-UX BLS operating system exports

multilevel data out of the system.Therefore this requirement is meet by both the DBMS and

the OS component of the TCB.

2. EM.2 Requirement

All the tasks allowed by the DBSA in Informix-OnLine/Secure to export

multilevel data (as noted in EM. 1 requirement above), write the data to the device (either a

default device or a command line option) specified with the OnLine/Secure labels in their

tag format. Therefore this requirement is met by the DBMS TCB component.

3. EM.il Requirement

All the tasks allowed by the DBSA in Informix-OnLine/Secure to export

multilevel data (as noted in EM. I requirement above), write the data to the media specified

with the OnLine/Secure labels in their tag format. Standard users can export data using the

UNLOAD statements, or the dbexport utility and the object sensitivity labels will not be

preserved. The user is responsible to correctly label removable media if they transport

unlabeled information out of the database. The label placed on the media must reflect the

level of the classified information that the media contains. Therefore this requirement is

considered a user requirement since the standard users of the system must properly label

tapes and floppies with label that reflect that of the data.

4. EM.3 Requirement

1The multilevel data exported by Informix-OnLine/Secure, is exported in its tag

representation (i.e., machine-readable) format. If data is to be exported to a multilevel

printer (human-readable from), then the H-UX BLS printer utilities place the sensitivity

label produced on the banner page of the printout. This label is the sensitivity level of the

user executing the print command. (The user's sensitivity level is determined at the time
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they log-on the system.) Therefore, depending on the export being made (either to tape or

to printer), this requirement is met by both the OS and the DBMS TCB.

5. EM.4 Requirement

Informix-OnLine/Secure requires the use of the Informix-Star/Secure

distributed client/server database product to enforce the database server's security policy

to remote client workstations. The minimum requirement for a secure Class B I

configuration is MaxSix 1.0 networking software. However, client workstations can be

running any network configuration, ranging from unlabeled to MaxSix 2.x, as long as the

network security officer can configure the MaxSix network databases properly [INFO93f].

(For more information on MaxSix, See "EM.4 Requirement" on page 106.)

Additionally, the HP-UX BLS network transports security attributes with data

and extends a host's access controls to the network subsystem so that a host can make

access decisions using local policies as data traverses the network between communicating

processes (HEWL92c].Therefore this requirement is meet by the OS TCB component.

6. EMS Requirement

This requirement is met by the MaxSix MLS network protocol. See EM.4

requirement, above. Therefore this requirement is met by the OS TCB component.

E. EXPORTATION TO SINGLE.LEVEL DEVICES

I. ES.I Requirement

The Informix-OnLine/Secure DBMS relies upon the operating system

administrator to set the device security attributes in coordination with the DBSA

[INFO93b].

The HP-UX BLS operating system designates and maintains (through the

operating system administrator) a device in the system as either single-level or multilevel.

A single level device does not store labels with the files that it outputs. However, HP-UX

BLS does specify a default sensitivity level for a single level device. This means that if a
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single level device is labeled, then only data at that level is exported through that device.

Of course no labels will be associated with the exported files. Therefore, this requirement

is met by the OS TCB component only.

2. ES.2 Requirement

Standard Informix-OnLine/Secure users can import single-level data using the

dbload or the dbimport utility or the SQL LOAD command. (However, the dbimport is

only good if the file being imported was created with the dbexport utility.) The dbload

utility transfers data from one or more ASCII files into one or more existing tables within

the database. All data imported into the database is at the level of the user. Therefore, for

the DBMS component of the TCB, we have labeled this requirement as "U", for user

responsibility.

The tar and cpio programs of HP-UX BLS have been modified to import data

from single-level mcdia.These programs perform the appropriate checks against the Device

Assignment database to ensure that the device used for import is in fact specified as single-

level. Therefore, this requirement is met by the OS TCB and we labeled the OS column

with an "OS".

3. ES.3 Requirement

Only standard users export non-labeled (i.e, single-level) data from Informix-

OnLine/Secure using the dbtuqort utility or the UNLOAD SQL command. The dbexport

unloads rows from a database into ACSII files. The information exported is all the

information that is dominated by the user's se.sion sensitivity level and only advisory

labels (not real labels) can be requested The dbe~xort utility can export information directly

to a file or a specified device, such as a tape device, but it is assumed that it must rely on

die HP-UX BLS Device Assignment database to determine if the device is single-level.

If a file, created using the dbewort utility is later exported out of the system the

tar and cpio programs of HP-UX BLS can be called to export data to single-level medium

These program. perform the appropriate checks against the Device Assignment database
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to ensure that the device used for export is in fact specified as single-level. The Informix-

OnLine/Secure dbexport utility must confer with the HP-UX BLS Device Assignment

database before exporting single-level data. Therefore, this requirement is can be met by

both the OS TCB component.

F. LABELING HUMAN-READABLE OUTPUT

lnformix-OnLine/Secure provides the DB-Access utility which allows a database user

to redirect the results of an SQL query (e.g., SELECT) from the screen to a printer, system

file, or a program. By selecting the "Printer" option on the OUTPUT menu, the DB-Access

utility sends the results of a query to the default printer. [INFO93e] The actual printing of

human-readable output is handled by the HP-UX BLS operating system.

I. HRO.1 Requirement

The operating system administrator only indirectly specifies the printable label

names associated with exported security labels. Labels nanms are set-up when the

sensitivity classifications and categories ae defined for the system Whenever objects are

created (either database objects or operating system objects), they are labeled with the

creating process's sensitivity level.

HP-L'X BLS prints the sensitivity label of the process producing the output on

the b miner page of the printout. This is the sensitivity label that was typed when the user

logged into the system. Therefor,.this requirement is metby the OS TCB component.

2. HRO.2 Requirement

The HP-UX RLS prints the sensitivity label of the process producing the output

on the banner page of the printout. It usually appears in the same locatio on the banner

page as the print-job detail. As stated in HRO.I. this isthe sensitivity label ta was typed

•when the user logged into the sysern.

There is no mention of marking the end of all humnan-adable pared, hardcopy

output with a trailer page. However, the last page printed (a body page) will have a hwnan-



readable sensitivity labels printed on the top and bottom of the page. Therefore, this

requirement is met by the OS TCB component.

3. HRO.3 Requirement

When the information is printed on the printer by the HP-UX BLS operating

system, the banner page includes the sensitivity level of the process and each internal page

includes the sensitivity level of the file that appears on that page. Internal pages (body

pages), are labeled with the highest sensitivity level of the information that is printed on the

page.

Top and bottom labeling is characteristic only of the body pages of the printout.

The banner page only prints the classification one time, usually near the print-job detail.

There is no mistaking a banner page with a body page in HP-UX BLS. Therefore, this

requirement is met by the OS TCB component.

4. HRO.4 Requirement

This requirement does not appear to be applicable in HP-UX BLS operating

system. Labeling is supported on the line printer only. Labels are not supported on laser

printers or plotters [HEWL92c]. In addition, labeling is not supported when the output is

assigned a "landscape" orientation (i.e., the output is printed horizontally)[HEWL92c].

However, since HP-UX BLS does not support these printing options (it only prints line

printer text) this requirement is not applicable to the OS TCB or the Trusted Oracle TCB

components.

5. HRO.$ Requirement

HP-UX 3LS provides two secondary line printer subsystem ootions which can

override the labeling and filtering capabilities of normal printing. The label authorization

allows the use of the -1 option to the 1p command to suppress the labels applied to the

internal pages of a printout. Thefilter authorization allows the -f option to the lp command,
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which removes the filtering done on printed output. Both of these options are audited by

the system. [HEWL92a]

As a side note, both the special options to the Ip command suppress the internal

printout labeling features of HP-UX BLS. The assumption is that the banner page is still

printed. Therefore, this requirement is met by the OS TCB component.

G. MANDATORY ACCESS CONTROL

1. MAC.1 Requirement

Subjects in Informix-OnLine/Secure are operating system processes that use On-

Line/Secure. The DBMS server mandates that every access to every piece of data (i.e.,

object) by all users (i.e., subjects) be checked to see if access is permissible, based on the

sensitivity label of the data and clearance of the user. Informix-OnLine/Secure uses the

same set of sensitivity labels that are available in HP-UX BLS. Therefore, there is no

problem with comparison of subject and object labels when the DBMS assigns labels to

objects based on the subject's sensitivity level. (Specific access rules will be discussed in

MAC.6 and MAC.7 requirements.)

The HP-UX BLS TCB component maintains sensitivity labels on all subjects

(active entities in the system, such as processes). When a user logs into the system, a login

user ID (LUID) is attached to the user's login process. The LUll) points to the Proteted

Password database which contains the clearance level for that particular subject. (The

clearance level is the highest sensitivity label allowed for that subject's process). All

processes spawned from this LUID process contain this same LUID with its associted

clearance level. From these subject processes' labels a mandatory access control policy,

based on the Bell-LaPadula security model 6 enforced. (See th MAC.6 and MAC.7

requirements for details below.) Therefore, this requirement is met in both the DBMS TCB

and the OS TCB components.
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2. MAC.2 Requirement

Informix-OnLine/Secure has several object types which are different from the

operating system objects. These DBMS objects are databases, tables, rows, blobs, views,

synonyms, indexes, contraints, and stored procedures. All database objects have labels

associated with them. (See the LAB.2 requirement for details.) Again, as in the requirement

above (MAC. 1) the DBMS server mandates that every access to every piece of data (i.e.,

object) by all users (i.e., subjects) be checked to see if access is permissible, based on the

sensitivity label of the data and clearance of the user. As stated in MAC. I above, Informix-

OnLine/Secure uses the same set of sensitivity labels that are available in HP-UX BLS.

(Specific access rules will be discussed in MAC.6 and MAC.7 requirements.)

The HP-UX BLS TCB component maintains sensitivity labels on all objects

controlled by the operating system. These objects include regular files, inter-process

communication (IPC) objects, directories, special files, pipes, processes, and symbolic

links. Whern objects are created, the HP-UX BLS system attaches security attributes to the

objects. For example, when a file is created, the full pathname of the file, the file owner and

group, the file mode and type, the sensitivity level, the potential and granted privilege sets,

and the access control lists are stored in the File Control database. Everytime a process

attempts to access the file, it must search the File Control database, check, and pass each

parameter before access is granted. The MAC policy for reading and writing these objects

is discussed in depth in the MAC.6 and MAC.7 requirements below. Therefore, this

requirement is met in both the DBMS TCB and the OS TCB components.

3. MAC,3 Requirement

The subject (application process) receives its label when the user logs into the

operating system. This subject label is referred to as the session sensitivity label or session

label. Objects receive their sensitivity label when they are created. Subject and object

sensitivity labels in Informix-OnLine/Secure are composed of the following two

components: a hierrchial component such as UNCLASSIFIED. SECRET, TOP
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SECRET, called an access level, and zero or more categories, such as CRYPTO, NATO,

and PROPRIETARY[INFO93c]. Infonnix-OnLine/Secure uses the same set of sensitivity

labels that are available in HP-UX BLS. (The DBSA sets up labels in the DBMS to equal

those in the OS.) Therefore, there is no problem with comparison (i.e., label equality, label

dominance, etc.) of subject and object labels when the DBMS assigns labels to objects

based on the subject's sensitivity level.

The HP-UX BLS system specifically supports the US DOD method of

classifying information according to hierarchial classification levels and non-hierarchial

categories. Therefore, this requirement is met in both the DBMS TCB and the OS TCB

components.

4. MACA Requirement

Subjects can access objects in Informix-OnLine/Secure by comparing sensitivity

labels (in their integer tag format) of objects and subjects.

HP-UX BLS enforces the MAC policy by making sure that the user process is

cleared to access information from an object by comparing the sensitivity level of the

process with the sensitivity level of the object. Therefore, this requirement is met in both

the DBMS TCB and the OS TCB components.

5. MAC.S Requirement

Informix-OnLine/Secure uses the same set of sensitivity labels that are available

in the operating system [INFO93c]. (Se below.)

HP-UX BLS has been designed to support many different contigurations of

sensitivity labels, with a "virtually unlimited capacity for the number of classifications and

categories."[HEWL92a) The maximum classification number is set to 16 by default; the

maximum category number is set to 1024 by default. Both these defaults can be changed

during system installation. (HEWL92a] Therefore, this requirement is met in both the

DBMS TCB and the OS TCB components.
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6. MAC.6 Requirement

In Informix-OnLine/Secure, subjects can read only objects that they dominate.

A sensitivity label is said to dominate another sensitivity label when the access level (i.e.,

SECRET) of the first sensitivity label is greater than or equal to that of the second

sensitivity label and the set of categories of the first sensitivity label is a superset of or equal

to the set of categories of the second sensitivity label [INFO93c].

The HP-UX BLS MAC rules for reading an object are that a "subject's

classification must be greater than or equal to the object's, and the subject's set of

categories must include the object's."[HEWL92a] Therefore, this requirement is met in

both the DBMS TCB and the OS TCB components.

7. MAC.7 Requirement

In Informix-OnLine/Secure, subjects can write only objects at their security

level [INFO93c]. This is clearly a modification of the Bell-LaPadula security model (BLM)

which allows the subjects the ability to write to objects at higher labels. As in the BLM,

subjects are prevented from writing to objects at lower levels to prevent the possibility of

re-classifying information at a lower level.

The HP-UX BLS MAC rules for writing an object are that "the object's

classification must be equal to the subject's, and the object's set of categories must match

the subject's."[HEWL92a] Therefore, this requirement is met in both the DBMS TCB and

the OS TCB components.

. MAC.8 Requirement

All I&A functions are handled exclusively by the underlying operating system

in Informix-OnLine/Secure; there are no options on where I&A can be done.

HP-UX BLS authenticates by searching the Protected Password database for the

user's ID clearance and encrypted password. The user, upon logging into the system must

enter three items: login name, password, and sensitivity level.
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The user can log on the system at any sensitivity level up to his/her clearance,

which is the highest sensitivity level the user has been cleared for. (This clearance is

established by the security policy outside the automated system environment and the

Authentication Administrator sets it up during system account creation). In HP-UX BLS,

the user's login process is tagged with the Login User ID (LUID). This indelible tag can

never be changed or modified, not even by a superuser with all the system privileges. For

example, even if a system administrator jumps from one user account to another (e.g., when

using the su command), the LUID is still inherited by the new processes spawned from

changes accounts. This provides absolute accountability and always traces who did what

by examination of the LUID. Therefore, this requirement is met in the OS TCB only.

9. MAC.9 Requirement

This requirement can be summarized to mean that system processes for users

must be dominated by user's clearance as found in the system's I&A database. Based on

available documentation, both the DBMS and the OS adhere to this requirement.

10. Additional MAC Comments

Additionally, in Informix-OnLine/Secure, trusted subjects or processes are

created when invoking discrete privileges (PRIVCANSETLEVEL and

PRIVCANSETIDENTITY). The PRIVCANSETLEVEL allows a user to alter the

session sensitivity level of the current session by invoking the SET SESSION LEVEL

statement, The user can operate only at sensitivity levels that are dominated by the level of

his/her original login session, The SET SESSION LEVEL allows the user, (by creating

temporary tables and then changing session level), to change the object levels. This is a

violation of the tranquility property of Bell-Lapadula model.

The PRIVCANSETIDENTITY discrete privilege allows users to circumvent

the DAC protection for database objects by adopting the user name of any Informix-

OnLine/Secure nonadministrative user. The user's login ID and sensitivity level still

determine what level of data the user holding this privilege can access.
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The same can be said about HP-UX BLS. The special privilege,

allowmacaccess, allows a process to reset its sensitivity label. This trusted process can only

allow MAC access up to and including the clearance of the user's ID as found in the

Protected Password database. Therefore, this requirement is met in both the OS TCB and

the DBMS TCB components.
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X. COMPARISON OF TRUSTED ORACLE AND INFORMIX

In this chapter we will list both the similarities and the differences of Trusted

ORACLE 7 and Informix-OnLine/Secure 5.0 in the context of the TCSEC requirements

examined in the two previous chapters.

A. LABELS

1. LAB.1 Requirement

Trusted ORACLE maintains an ALL_USERS table for storing the database

(user) subjects, by keeping a user's name, clearance, and security profile. Informix-

OnLine/Secure has no such comparable table, and exclusively uses the HP-UX BLS

operating system Protected Password database to maintain its database users and their

security clearances. Informix requires that three new groups be added to the HP-UX BLS

groups: ix.data, ix.dbsso, and ixdbsa.

2. LAB2 Requirement

Trusted ORACLE 7.0 and Informix-OnLine/Secure 5.0 both maintain their data

dictionaries by defining objects as rows in a system table. Each row (which defines a

specific object) is labeled with the sensitivity level of the subject that created it and thus is

the objects label. The objects in each system are similar in nature, as shown in Table 23,

below. An "*" placed in a column means that specific product does not have a comparable

object in the other product.
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TABLE 23: COMPARISON OF DATABASE OBJECTS

Trusted ORACLE 7 Informix-OnLine/Secure

Database Database

Tables Tables

* (NOTE 1) Rows

Clusters *

Indexes Indexes

Views Views

Sequences

* (NOTE 2) Synonyms

Rollback Segments *

* (NOTE) 3 Blobs

Stored Procedures Stored Procedures
and Functions

Triggers Constraints

Packages *

NOTE 1: The Trusted ORACLE Administrator's Guide [ORAC92ai does not

describe "rows" as objects (though the Technical Overview [ALLE941 does call rows

database objects), while Informix-OnLine/Secure specifically does call rows objects

IINFO93cl.

NOTE 2: Synonym objects are supported in Trusted ORACLE OS MAC mode.

NOTE 3: Blobs in Informix-OnLine/Secure are Binary Large Objects. Blobs are

data storage objects that effectively have no maximum size (theoretically, as large as 312

bytes). Informix-OnLine supports two blob data types: TEXT for string ASCII data and

BYTE for storing any type of binary data. To our knowledge, thore is not comparable object

in Trusted ORACLE.
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3. LAB.il Requirement

There are no significant differences between Trusted ORACLE 7.0 and

Informix-OnLine/Secure 5.0 with respect to this requirement.

4. LAB.3 Requirement

There are no significant differences between Trusted ORACLE 7.0 and

Informix-OnLine/Secure 5.0 with respect to this requirement. Both database server systems

use labeled objects and subjects with an extended version of the Bell-LaPadula model to

control mandatory access between subjects to objects within the system.

S. LAB.4 Requirement

Trusted ORACLE uses the Import utility to import a single level (or multilevel)

OS file into the database. Informix utilizes the dbimport command to do this function.

Users are responsible to ensure that their session levels match the sensitivity of the data

being imported.

6. LABS Requirement

When importing OS files into their respective databases, neither Oracle nor

Informix audits the import utilities or commands. When the HP-UX BLS OS imports files

into the system (from outside the system), these actions are audited.

B. LABEL INTEGRITY

I. LI, Requirement

Trusted ORACLE stores usemame accounts and schema objects as rows in a

system table within the data dictionary and sensitivity labels are associated with these rows.

Informix-OnLine/Secure stores only schema objects, as rows in a system table and labels

each row with the objects sensitivity label. Label integrity, is maintained by the TCB.
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2. LI.2 Requirement

Standard users in Trusted ORACLE can export single level objects from the

database, but labels are not exported when a single level export is conducted. Only users

with special MAC privileges can export multilevel data, and labels are then maintained on

the exported data as either a MLSLABEL(4 byte tag) or RAW MLSLABEL (OS label) data

type. Informix allows only the DBSA to export multilevel data records out of the database

(labels are exported in their tag format of 4 byts); standard users can export single level

data only.

3. LI.3 Requirement

Only multilevel exports in both Trusted ORACLE and Informix-OnLine/Secure

associated labels with data. (See LI.2 above.)

C. EXPORTATION OF LABELED INFORMATION

All designation of communication channels and 1/O devices is handled by the

operating system, HP-UX ULS. The auditing of any changes to these communication

channels and devices is likewise handled by HP-UX BLS. Therefore, there are no

substantial differences between Trusted ORACLE and Informix-OnLine/Secure with

respect to the requirements El. I - EI.S.

D. EXPORTATION TO MULTILEVEL DEVICES

1. EM.I Requirement

There are no substantial differences between Oracle and Informix with respect

to this requirement.

2. EM.2 Requirement

Ttusted ORACLE requires the use of the HP-UX BLS conrnand ndtape, to send

a multilevel file to an I/O dcvice. lnfonnix-OnLine/Secure requires the DBSA, using the
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tbunload command, to send multilevel data directly to an output device, using the -t device

option.

3. EM.il Requirement

There are no substantial differences between Oracle and Informix with respect

to this requirement.

4. EM.3 Requirement

Trusted ORACLE sends labeled objects to l/O devices with their labels as either

a MLSLABEL or RAW MLSLABEL data types. Informix sends labeled objects with

labels as 4-byte integer tags.

5. EM.4 Requirement and EM.5 Requirement

The MaxSix secure networking package is required for Trusted ORACLE and

Informix-OnLine/Secure. We believe that both products meet this requirement by utilizing

the MaxSix protocol.

E. EXPORTATION TO SINGLE.LEVEL DEVICES

There are no substantial differences between Trusted ORACLE and Informix with

respect to the requirements ES. I - ES.3.

F. LABELING OF HUMAN.READABLE OUTPUT

All requirements decomposed under this heading are met in the same way by both

Trusted ORACLE and Informix-OnLine/Secure, because both DBMSs rely on the

underlying operating system, HP-UX BLS exclusively to print human-readable output to

the line pfinters We found no mention that sensitivity labels are printed to the terminal

screens.

G. MANDATORY ACCESS CONTROLS

With respwt to the decomposed requirements. MAC.I - MAC.9, there are no

substantial differences between Tntustd ORACLE and Ionnix-OnLine/Secure. The
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MAC policy enforced by each implementation is an extension of the Bell-LaPadula model,

with the extension being that writeup of data is not allowed by default.

The one exception between the products is with respect to MAC.3, how labels are

assigned to subjects and objects. The label format used in Oracle contains four components,

as shown in Chapter VIII.(see Figure 22 on page 112) Apparently, Informix labels only

consist of one component, the sensitivity component, and no integrity or other components

are built in. It should be noted, again, that since HP-UX BLS does not support integrity

components, the Oracle integrity component of the label is not used in this configuration.

H. ADDITIONAL MAC COMMENTS

The table below shows how the generic functions of writedown, readup, and writeup.

are accomplished in the three products we analyzed.:

TABLE 24: COMPARISON OF SPECIAL PRIVILEGES

Privilege HP-UX BLS Trusted ORACLE Informix-OnLine/
Description Secure

writedown allowmacaccess. WRITEDOWN PRIVCANSETLE
(Trusted subject of downgrade VEL

BLP)

readup allowmaca~ess READUP PRVCANSETLE
(Violates simple VEL
security property

of BLP)

writeup writeupclearance, WRITEUP PRIVCANSETLE
(Allowed in BLP) writeupsyshi, VEL

allowmacaccess

The writedown privilege allows a higher level subject to write to a lower level object

and requires a trusted subject in the Bell-LaPadula model (BLP). Each product allows

writedowns. as indicated by Table 24. The readup function is a violation of thc simple

security property of the BLP and is allowed in all three products. Las,% , the writep
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privilege, which is allowed in the BLP model (but not in the extended-BLP which is the

MAC model used in the three products), can be accomplished in the products by granting

the appropriate special privileges, as indicated in Table 24.

The PRIVCANSETLEVEL discrete privilege in Informix-OnLine/Secure, allows a

database user to toggle back and forth between session levels without logging out and

logging back into the system. Trusted ORACLE can accomplish this function by granting

a user the MAC privileges (i.e., WRITEDOWN, READUP, WRITEUP).

The PRIVCANSETIDENTITY in Informix-OnLine/Secure (not shown in Table 24

because, to our knowledge. Trusted ORACLE has no equivalent privilege) allows a

database user to assume the identity of another database user, thus having access to that

database user's owned objects. This is a way for Informix io bypass discretionary access

controls, without becoming a special user, such as the DBSA or the DBSSO. Additionally,

we do not know which privilege in the underlying operating system, HP-UX BLS,

coincides with the PRIV-CANSETIDENTITY Informix privilege. The only user in the

operating system, who can bypass disretionary access controls on unowned objects, is

usually the rtw account (ie., superuser). Therefore, we can only assume, that when a

database user is granted the PRIVCANSETIDENTTY, they have a superuser accoun
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XI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter will give overall findings from our research and make recommendations

for a number of items which we feel can be improved upon. We conclude with some

recommendations for future research in this area of DBMS security evaluation and

analysis.

A. SUMMARY

The security of information within computer systems is a major issue for system

automation professionals of the 1990's and beyond. The disclosure of sensitive information

has plagued system administrators for many years, and today, with the advent of interactive

network computing and the "information superhighway", information will have to be

protected more than ever.

Class B1 (and higher) relational database management systems (RDBMS) are an

inherent part of the solution for secure interactive network computing and the information

superhighway. Our analysis of two leading RDBMSs, has demonstrated a feasible

approach for system automation professionals to analyze and evaluate the merits of a

multilevel secure database management system. Given only public documentation, an

information systems professional can analyze the security features of a new product (before

the release of the official evaluation results from the NSA, if in fact it is to be evaluated and

rated by NSA at all) More importandy, this analysis and examination of the product, will

give the administrator a much greater understanding of the operational merits of the system

before a decision is made to even purchase the product.

1. Oracle Summary

The Trusted ORACLE 7 database server relies heavily upon the operating

system on which it is placed. Trusted ORACLE's MAC policy is an extended version of
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the Bell-LaPadula security model (i.e., subjects writing to objects must have equal

sensitivity levels). Objects are stored in data files which can be stored in raw devices of the

system controlled by the Oracle database server.

Trusted ORACLE does employ trusted subjects when a user executes the MAC

privilege WRITEDOWN. The WRITEDOWN MAC privilege clearly violates the Bell-

Lapadula model (*-property), and is truly a trusted subject as defined by [GASS88I. The

WRITEDOWN privilege is utilized when conducting a full database import and a high-

level (i.e, system high) process is allowed to write data to the database at its actual label,

which can be lower than system high level.

The READUP MAC privilege of Trusted ORACLE is used by database users to

read objects at higher levels than their session level. (This privilege violaies the simple

security property of the Bell-LaPadula model.) However, this privilege is limited to reading

objects with a sensitivity label dominated by the overall clearance of the user, as defined in

the operating system's Protected Password database. The READUP privilege only

overrides the user's session sensitivity level, not the user's system clearance level.

In addition, the CREATE TABLE AS command allows a standard user with no

MAC privileges to change his/her table(s) from one sensitivity label to another (up to their

DBMS sensitivity label) [ORAC92a].This is actually done by creating a new table (with all

the same attributes as the old table) at a new sensitivity level, and then copying all data from

the old table into the now table. The new table's definition is the exact same as the old table,

just with a new sensitivity label. The old table is then dropped from the database.

Any user in Trusted ORACLE can change the labels of his/her rows within their

owned tables at any time. This raises a serious concern about the persistence of row and

table object labels. The Bell-LaPadula Model implies the tranquility contiaint that object

access classes cannot change; object labels must remain unchanged through their lifetime.

Trusted ORACLE circumvents this tranquility restriction, carefully (and apparently

purposely), by not defining rows as objects. Instead, they call the changing of a row's

ROWLABEL pseudo-colwmn, the "reclassifying of data." (ORAC92aj To rclassify data
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(i.e., rows in a table), a user must have MAC privileges (i.e, WRITEDOWN, READUP,

WRITEUP). A standard user, with privileges, can change all labels in his/her own tables at

anytime. Standard users cannot change labels of objects they do not have DAC permissions

to, or if their clearance does not dominate the object's sensitivity label.

2. Informix Summary

Informix-OnLine/Secure, in the raw devices configuration, is capable of

handling some database imports and exports directly, bypassing the HP-UX BLS file

system.

Informix-OnLine/Secure also employs trusted subjects. A normal database user,

with the appropriate discrete privileges can replace the sensitivity labels of objects (i.e.,

rows). If a user has the PRIV-CANSETLEVEL discrete privilege, they can execute the

SET SESSION LEVEL statement and reclassify data labels. What this means is that a user

with a system high clearance can change the labels of all the rows in all tables that they have

access to. Additionally, if a user also has the PRIVCANSETIDENTITY discrete

privilege, they can change the labels of other nonadministrative user's tables as well. This

would allow a standard user the ability to change all user row labels (given that he/she has

system high clearance) in the database.

Changing labels on database, table, and row objects can be done by the DBSSO

utilizing the Secure Administrator Front End. The only restrictions are the range of labels

that can be used in the database server (i.e., Datahi and Datalo), the object hierarchy

between rows, tables, and databases must be maintained, semantics of unique columns

must stay the same, and some locking restrictions apply [INFO93bI. Standard users, as

sated above, can change sensitivity labels if granted certain discrete pr-vileges. This allows

users with these privileges to change labels, at their discretion, when they decide to

reclassify data.
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3. Limitations of Research

A thorough, technical analysis was not possible with only public documentation.

We acquired the following types of documentation for our research:

" Technical Overviews and Briefs
" Trusted Facility Manuals
• Administrator User's Guides
" Security Features User's Guides
" other public documents

These types of documents are insufficient to determine if products can meet the

TCSEC requirements. These types of manuals and guides do not focus on the security

features as they relate to the TCSEC and there is little or no discussion on the design of the

system's security mechanisms. (The organization of the documents do not coincide,

structurally with the TCSEC.)

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. MAC Downgrade Policy

All system administrators of a Trusted ORACLE or an lnformix-OnLine/Secure

database should develop a security policy for downgrading object labels. We recommend

that only the system security officer in conjunction with the DBA be allowed to make

object level changes, following a seurity policy for reclassifying data.(Sepration of

privilege would require both administrators to agree on object label changes before an

actual change can be made in the system.) Spec.ifit, rules with respect to this policy, c-annot

be defined beforehand, but a generic policy addressing the labeling and downgrading of

oojects should be established. This will allow users some notion of how to label objects and

how to reclassify objects once they are defimed..All reclassifying of data should be audited

by default with no override capabilities.
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2. Method Reformulation/Evolution

The method used in this research is in its infancy. To our knowledge, their is no

comprehensive handbook available for system automation professionals to analyze a

DBMS product for security features. The INFOSEC Handbook: An Information Systems

Security Refrrence Guide [ARCA93] is the best comprehensive book we found to

supplement the Rainbow series books with product analysis. This method of analysis can

be extended to encompass all the requirements at a particular TCSEC class, not just the

labels and mandatory access control requirements we chose to analyze.

3. Documentation Improvements

Mappipg the TCSEC requirements to public documents, such as the ones we

utilized in this research is not easy. The documents lack references to the TCSEC

requirements and are not structured to make mapping easy. These DBMS implementations

are designed to meet the Class B 1 assurance level, yet their respective documentation is not

structured to address security related items in the ordering presented in the TCSEC.

(Informix has indicated plans to develop Class B2 and Class B3 versions of Informix-

OnLine/Secure.) Our method showed that many requirements were hard to identify in the

public documents available.

The downgrading of labeled objects and the security policy which dictates how,

why, and by whom labeled objects can be downgraded, should be noted in documentation

for each respective product. Neither Trusted ORACLE nor Informix-OnLine/Secure

* specified a generic security policy for downgrading objects. Any standard users, with the

appropriate privileges can change the labels on some labeled objects (i.e., rows).

During the course of our examination, we did not find the TDI to be of great

utility. The TDI doe.,; contain some interesting material on TCB subsetting and the

evaluations of TCB subsets, but no real substantive interpretations for DBMSs exist in the

TDI which was of use in our analysis.
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C. FUTURE RESEARCH

Future research in this area could lead to a comprehensive evaluation handbook for the

analysis of DBMSs. Upon the release of the Final Evaluation Reports by the NCSC for

Trusted ORACLE and Informix-OnLine/Secure, study can continue to correlate the

findings by NCSC with the findings of this research. Our analysis method can be expanded

to cover all the TCSEC requirements, not just the MAC and labeling requirements.

A number of research questions have been posited over the years concerning the

evaluation of software products which are "layered" or placed on top of trusted (previously

evaluated) operating systems, such as DBMSs. Such questions are:

* Can a DBMS be evaluated like an operating system? An operating system

manages resources, whereas a DBMS manages information.What is the relationship?

* Are TCB subset architectures, in the context of DBMSs, amenable to incremental

evaluation (i.e., evaluating the application only without evaluating the underlying

TCB subset [typically the operating system], which has already been successfully

evaluated).[CHOK921 The basis for this question is the hope that the underlying

operating system would not have to be reevaluated in order to evaluate the DBMS

software product.

* Can or should the TCSEC, which was written initially for operating systems and

their evaluations, be used for the evaluations of other systems, such as DBMS? Some

authors have argued, that different criteria (criteria other than the TCSEC) should be

developed for DBMS products. [GRAU90O

Future reicarch in these areas can help determine the answers to these questions.
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